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ABSTRACT
This paper will detail the making of The Marked, exploring from concept to completion,
with special focus on creating a dystopian, science fiction, film with an element of fantasy. I will
begin by examining my inspirations. Next, I will explore preproduction, examining
screenwriting, casting, location scouting, production, and preparation. Part three will look at
production, focusing on directing, production design, cinematography, and on-set operations.
Part four will examine post production, including, editing, color correction, sound design, and
music. Each element of production will be evaluated to determine if they helped successfully
create a believable, dystopian, fantasy story for the viewer. I will also be examining whether the
themes I originally sought to explore come across in the film.

Keywords: short film, Dystopian, Fantasy, Science Fiction, remote viewing
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INTRODUCTION
I like to challenge myself. Each time I work on a project, I seek to learn something new
and try something I have not done before. One of the greatest opportunities that the University of
New Orleans has given me is the chance to experiment and try to implement difficult ideas, all
while giving me great feedback to help improve my storytelling skills. Last year I created a
period piece with visual effects, called This Little Light of Mine, about a little girl who finds her
voice to fight back. This year I created my most challenging piece to date, The Marked. It was
an ambitious project given not only the genre, but also the locations and design. There were
several challenges in preproduction, production, and post production that I had to overcome. I
could not have accomplished what was needed, without the help of the wonderful cast and crew
who volunteered to help create this film. I was fortunate to get the chance to work with several
experienced film veterans on this project, who helped me to solve some of the mistakes that I
made during the process and helped me to grow as a filmmaker. This thesis paper will serve to
discuss the challenges and successes in each part of the process of creating The Marked.
Films are not just about the artist creating art, but about creating an experience for the
viewer. With this film, I sought to use the use the music, cinematography, and production design
to work together to create a believable, dystopian fantasy for the viewer. I was also seeking to
explore the theme of “the good of the individual vs. the good of the many.” I created a test
audience questionnaire to help evaluate these goals. This thesis will also evaluate whether I was
successful in my original intended purposes of this film.
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I.

INSPIRATION
In the news, there has been a debate about giving guns to teachers due to the large

number of school shootings. I was reading a news article about it and in the comments, a teacher
said that she felt obligated by the district and society to step in front of a bullet and give her life
for her students. She had her own children at home and she felt she had already given enough to
her students and that it was not fair to feel pressured to give up her life. Having taught middle
school for several years, I’ve experienced that pressure to sacrifice my life for the good of my
students. It inspired me to want to explore the concept of “the good of the individual vs. the good
of the many.” This has been explored by several movies but always with the uncompromising
moral perspective that the hero must sacrifice for others and only the villain chooses his life over
the needs of others, such as: Bambi (1942), Titanic (1997), 300 (2006), Children of Men (2006),
and Saving Private Ryan (1998). They also ignore the various degrees of good and the different
values in different types of sacrifice. As a woman in the male dominated field of film, I
especially wanted to explore this concept in relation to the pressure women face by society.
However, I believe that the overall theme is universal enough that both male and female
audiences will enjoy. Brought up on historical fiction novels, Dungeons & Dragons, and movies
like Star Wars: A New Hope (1977), I grew up in the world of sci-fi, dystopian societies, and
fantasy. I wanted to expand and challenge my skills as a filmmaker, so I sought to explore this
concept through the difficult genre of fantasy. In an effort to reach the 13-30 years-old audience
(who have the greatest chance of changing the way society thinks), this story is told through the
eyes of a sixteen-year-old girl.
In order to better understand the fantasy genre, there are two specific areas I sought to
explore with this film within the genre: cinematography and sound design. I wanted to further
explore the specific types of cinematography associated with the fantasy and science fiction
2

genres that help create the story world for the viewer that makes them believe the fantasy is real.
I also wanted to explore how cinematography can be used to help communicate the two different
worlds of the story (inside the Marked Care Facility and outside the Marked Care Facility) and
communicate the story without the dialogue. I began this study with my second-year project that
mixed fantasy with historical fiction and used a realistic style to express these ideas. However, I
sought to take one step further into the difficult realm of fantasy and challenge myself to use a
more formalistic style mixed in with realistic elements. I explored using long takes and deep
depth of field. I studied the work of directors and cinematographers who have accomplished this,
such as Shane Hurlbut, Gilbert Taylor, Jordan Cronenweth, Martin Scorsese, David Fincher, and
Ang Lee.
I was inspired by the use of music in Baby Driver (2017). In The Marked, I sought to
explore the use of unconventional non-diegetic music to create a fantasy world that helps the
audience connect with the emotions of the scene and characters, but also help tell the story, such
as the music used in Baby Driver (2017).
This film relies heavily on techniques used in cinematography and production design to
create another world. Many of my ideas about how to create the structure of an alternate world
with a fantasy element came from growing up reading Science Fiction and Fantasy novels, such
as The Fifth Sacred Thing by Starhawk and The Blue Sword by Robin McKinley.
II.

PREPRODUCTION

1) SCREENWRITING
Writing has always been where I’ve struggled the most. I had challenges finding a short
story for my thesis that I had a personal connection with and was important enough to me that I
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wanted to tell it. I knew I wanted to explore a story that had a deeper political based meaning
behind it that would challenge the audience to explore all sides of an issue. I also knew that I
wanted a strong, flawed, female protagonist that is challenged by society and her relationships
with others. There are not enough films currently being made with strong female protagonists
that are not shown in a sexual manner and from the viewpoint of a female writer. I finally found
my inspiration towards the end of last year from a news article. I created a fantasy that allows
viewers to explore both sides of a complicated moral issue through their connection to the
protagonist Phoebe. Given that I’m examining this issue of the individual verses the group, the
government acts as the protagonist in the story.
I wanted the viewer to experience the price that is paid by the individual when they
sacrifice to help the many. I chose tattoos as a symbol in order to make the harm individuals
inflict on themselves, by sacrificing for society more visual. The tattoos are the physical
representation of the sacrifice the individual is choosing to make for the good of the many. Each
tattoo is different to represent that not all the good created by each sacrifice is the same.
However, there is only so much sacrifice an individual can make to society and it has a price on
the individual. As the tattoos completely cover the skin, the final price is a symbolic death in the
form of losing themselves in the world and becoming catatonic.
I wanted to create a character web that helped to illustrate the different points of view in
this issue. I developed Alice to challenge Phoebe and to act as a mentor to push Phoebe’s arc
forward. But I also created her to follow the opposite arc of Phoebe. Phoebe begins as
completely self-less, self-destructive, with low self-esteem, and blindly following society but
through the choices she makes and her experiences on her journey, she becomes more self-
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confident, more selfish, and develops her own identity as individual. Alice begins as selfish, but
through her choices and experiences with Phoebe, she becomes more self-less.
Previous drafts of this script included several completely different endings that attempted
to show Phoebe making the choice not to use her abilities and thus not sacrifice herself for
society, demonstrating both the good and the bad consequences of that choice. However, the
scale of those events was too large, so I worked to scale down the events and still demonstrate
this. It was during a location scout that I came up with the idea for the scene that takes place in
the car parts junk shop that helps start the climax sequence. I wanted to show Alice’s character as
going on the opposite journey of Phoebe and I wanted to emphasize Phoebe’s poor choices in
using her power and her experiencing that her powers are not always needed.
I sought feedback on my script from a writing group I am a part of, other UNO students,
my Producers, and several UNO professors, including Henry Griffin, David Dubos, and Hamp
Overton. Additionally, I worked with my actors during rehearsals to fix the language and
choreography to better fit the character they had worked to develop.
2) LOCATION SCOUTING
Location scouting was one of the most challenging parts of the preproduction process.
This film will need to convince the viewer that they are in an alternate world while using
locations in the real world. Therefore, the details of each scene are very important, as it is the
small details that will create this alternate world. New Orleans has unique architecture that fits
well with my concept of the outside world in The Marked. In September 2018, I began working
with Diana Boylston to gain permission to film at the locations I had in mind and get contracts
signed. For the scene that takes place at Bad Wolf Bar and Grill, I was able to quickly gain
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permission to film at the unique Bad Wolf Bar on the West Bank. But not all the locations were
as easy to secure.
The most challenging location was not the one I expected. I had expected the mechanics
garage to be the most difficult, but it ended up being one of the easiest. Diana was able to find a
second mechanics garage to film at when our first location canceled. Additionally, the owner,
Craig Bourgeois, helped to train both Diana (who plays the mechanic Alice) and I in how to use
his equipment around the shop. He answered questions about how to fix different parts of cars
and provided all the equipment and cars we used. He was also on set all day during the filming of
that scene to answer questions and operated the lift for us during production. His help made a
huge difference in how I choreographed the scene and he helped to make the scene more
believable.
I had difficulties finding thrift stores and resale shops that would let us film there. In
order to find a few shops, who would give permission to film, I went door to door to more than
ten shops in the New Orleans area and asked local filmmaker, Pedro Lucero, for help.
The most difficult location to procure was the Marked Care Facility. I had been searching
for a hospital to film in. Diana helped me to find several that sounded interested in letting us film
there. We did location scouts and talked to several officials and department heads at several
facilities. Diana and I would talk back and forth with each facility several times to go over the
details before they finally gave us a “no” each time. There was one facility who gave us
permission to film there, but the building looked too inviting and stylized. There was a doctor’s
office that gave us permission to film in one of their rooms that had the institutional look I was
seeking, but we still needed the halls and other rooms of the Marked Care Facility. I finally
ended up looking at all the buildings at UNO and the Chemistry building ended up having the
6

perfect look I was trying to create. The wonderful thing about filming at the UNO Chemistry
building is that they didn’t give us any time restrictions on what time we could schedule
shooting. John Wiley, who was our contact for the Chemistry building, took time out of his day
to work with me to help me find the perfect rooms and halls that represented the institutional,
sterile building style I was seeking. I was also able to go there several times and send different
team members to quickly check out the location and prepare it ahead of time for the shoot (such
as sending over furniture to set up the bedroom and reception area).
3) CASTING
The Marked has a large cast and a large number of extras. I worked with Casting
Director, Andreanna Jenson to fill most of the roles. Shane Pagano also reached out to several
actors he knew to audition for some of the roles we were trying to fill. Bill Rainey posted the
audition notice on his casting site, which lead to a large number of people auditioning for roles.
The day before auditions, Bill Rainey called and asked if I would let two actresses he had
been working with audition for my film. He wanted them to get experience auditioning and to
possibly see if they were a good fit for a small role. They were under 18, so I was hesitant.
However, when my team and I saw Ava Esquival’s audition, we immediately thought we had
found Phoebe. Since I was seeking to make my film SAG/AFTRA, so I could use SAG/AFTRA
actors, there were a few more hoops to jump through when using a child actor. I had several
phone calls with SAG/AFTRA staff. They were confused as to whether I had to have insurance
and a permit to have an actress who is under 18 on a SAG/AFTRA production. When it was
finally sorted out, I called Ava with the good news. She was very excited and hadn’t been
expecting to get the role. About a week later, I got a call from her parents that she was unable to
take the role due to prior school obligations. They asked for a few days to try and figure a way
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around it but were unable to figure out a solution. As it was nearing time for production, my
Casting Director and I hurried to find a replacement. I remembered Dari Griffin had shown
amazing acting skills in her audition, but I had initially worried that she looked too old for the
character. I quickly set up a video audition for her and one other actor for the roll. The video
audition convinced me that, while Dari was not what I originally had in mind for the character,
she could portray the detailed emotions needed to connect with the audience. Dari ended up
being the Phoebe the film needed.
Every professor and advisor I’ve ever had, has always said do not have your
crewmembers also be your actors. The problem I ran into, was that I was short on crew and
actors. Actors and crewmembers quit at the last minute due to family problems, showed up late,
or chose not to show up at all without giving any notice. Some of the crewmembers were kind
enough to step in and be extras, when extras didn’t show up. A few of my actors, who I had
worked with before, stepped in to help as PAs on days they didn’t film. Stevie Cavalier, Diana
Boylston, and Shane Pagano worked tirelessly throughout the prosses to try and find replacement
crewmembers, actors, and extras.
Previously, I had worked with Shane Pagano, Stevie Cavalier, and Diana Boylston on
several other projects. I met Diana right after I had just finished the fourth draft of my thesis,
during the 48 Hour Film Festival Meet and Greet event. The first time I met her, I said to myself,
“Oh my God, It’s Alice come to life.” Even after several good auditions, I couldn’t picture
anyone else for the role of Alice. Shane was perfect for the role of Sam. Stevie Cavalier had the
best audition for the role of Trish and was able to bring out nuances in the character that made
her portrayal of the character unique. The problem I had was that I also wanted them as
crewmembers. Diana is an experienced and talented producer and I wanted her help and
8

guidance on this project. I had originally contacted Shane to act in the film, but he got excited
about the project and wanted to be more involved. He started by helping me find more talent for
the film and planned to be on set to help on the days he wasn’t acting. However, when my
original 1st AD, Kim Bernard, wasn’t able to show up, he stepped in. The people who I had asked
earlier in the year to AD were no longer available to help. Stevie originally stepped in to second
AD when I was unable to find anyone experienced who was available, but she became 1st AD
when Kim Bernard quit the project as 1st AD. The compromise we all agreed upon, was that on
the days that they were acting, they would not be crewmembers. I had found replacement
crewmembers for them on the days they were acting. However, we were still short-handed on
those days and ran into problems that needed to be solved. Stevie concentrated on her character
on her day of filming and gave an amazing performance. However, Diana and Shane decided to
step in to solve a few producing problems on two of their days of filming. While they still gave
good performances, it took several takes for them to get into character, and they did not give as
good of a performance as I have seen them give before. I corrected this problem on the last day
of filming, when I refused to let Diana deal with any problems and made sure someone else
handled them. It was by far her better performance day out of the two. Her performance that day
gave me chills and made me want to cry in sympathy for her character while we were filming. In
future productions I need to make sure to not make the mistake of allowing my actors to work on
the days they are acting, no matter how many problems may occur.
4) PRODUCING
I was very fortunate to work with a wonderful producing team on this production.
Throughout this project I found that finding people who are passionate about your project makes
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a huge difference. Tasks become easier and communication is better because people want to call
to talk about the project.
In previous projects I have directed, I have mostly worked with a small producing team
of one or two other people. Duane Perfume and Langston Williams helped me to produce my
second-year project, This Little Light of Mine. They helped in finding crewmembers and ideas on
planning what may be needed for the production, but I found myself completing most of the
producing tasks (such as paperwork, location issues, scheduling). Knowing I had set myself up
for a challenge, I wanted to make sure I had time to focus on the creative side of this project. I
realized I needed to delegate tasks more efficiently. While working on the 48 Hour Film Project
last summer, I met and worked with Diana Boylston (an experienced producer). Her producing
skills in dealing with paperwork and managing the cast and crew made the production of Recipes
for Murder run smoothly. We began working together on other projects and when I told her
about the story of The Marked, she became excited about the project and wanted to help.
Because my biggest challenge was locations, I asked Diana to help manage and find locations.
Since she was also a board member of SAG/AFTRA and knew the system, I put her in charge of
the SAG/AFTRA paperwork as well. We kept in constant communication with weekly and
sometimes daily phone calls, which helped make sure any problems that arose where solved
quickly.
The story required a lot of production design and a large cast. I realized as Diana and I
worked together, that we really needed more hands to help spread out the growing number of
tasks. This project taught me that the larger the cast and more production design needed, the
more people you need to help manage each of the growing aspects. Communication between a
small cast of two can be a simple phone call back and forth. However, when the cast, the crew
10

and the number of locations become bigger, there are more schedules that need to be managed. It
can become difficult to find times and dates that work with everyone. And suddenly there are a
lot more people to try and communicate with.
When I asked permission to use the location of Bad Wolf Bar and Grill, I mentioned that
I was still looking for someone to manage crafty. The owner introduced me to Autumn
Montgomery, who had experience working as a production manager in small and large projects.
After talking with her about her experience, I asked her to be my 2nd AD and Crafty. Given all
the paperwork I had, I wanted to make sure someone was in charge of the paperwork on set. As
the project continued and my project became more difficult to manage, she started stepping in
and asking to take on producing tasks so that I could focus on the directing. She also helped
make sure communication flowed between all the producers and crewmembers. This allowed me
to focus on directing and the creative decisions.
I knew scheduling was going to be an issue for such a complicated script, so I sought
advice from an experienced AD, Kim Bernard. While working on the set of the short film
Regret, I learned the importance of scheduling. We filmed a 35-page script with several locations
in four days. I decided to follow the example given by AD and producer, Kim Bernard in how
she organized that film and asked her to help me with the scheduling of my film. I worked with
her to create a schedule that prioritized the locations that were more complicated and where I
needed a larger crew. Then on a few days outside principle shooting, I shot the b-roll that was
less important with a skeleton crew. It allowed me to shoot a longer script in a way that still gave
me time to focus on getting the best takes for acting in the most important scenes.
Producing not only includes the paperwork and managing the film, but it also requires
getting equipment, crew, and being able to pay for the production design and feeding the crew.
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The story required a lot of production design and a large cast, which normally means a bigger
budget. However, everyone pitched in to help make this film possible on a much lower budget.
Every producer on my team reached out to help me find experienced crewmembers.
Additionally, Diana worked to get locations and a few meals donated. Autumn was able to get us
discounts on food. Even my fellow student’s families chipped in, with Stevie’s parents making
us a wonderful home cooked meal for a day. All crewmembers and actors donated their time and
some even chipped in props and other items we needed. This all helped me to keep production
costs much lower than I had originally anticipated. As a result, I was able to create this film
within the very limited budget I had saved up and the additional resources that were given to me.
I was also able to get many of the props, set decorations, and costumes donated. Bill Rainey,
who has always had supportive words for me, came on board to help support the film as an
executive producer. He not only gave the last bit of funding needed to feed everyone, but also
created a few more small details in the production design (such as the patches for the army) that
we would not have had otherwise. His supportive words every time I talked to him really helped
to encourage me to move forward with this difficult project. He also helped us find experienced
extras and actors who helped make this film a better film.
III.

PRODUCTION

5) DIRECTING
I chose to utilize and further develop the directing style I created for my second-year
project, This Little Light of Mine. After discussing with my actors about their acting background,
I focused on giving clear, active directions in the style they have worked with successfully in the
past. I tailored how I directed each actor based on what techniques worked in rehearsal and
which were not as successful. I worked to get to know my actors, so I was able to use examples
12

from their life to inspire their performance when they were having difficulties finding their
character with only active directions.
I held a few rehearsals with Diana and my other actors ahead of time, but many of my
actors came from out of town or were working up until the day of production and were unable to
attend rehearsals. Additionally, casting was finalized only a few weeks before production. This
led to having to rehearse on set. I was working with mostly experience actors, so those who
couldn’t make it to rehearsal were able to quickly make changes to their performances. The
problem was that this took away time on set that could have been used to get other shots.
I let my actors improvise and discover their characters’ movements during rehearsal,
which lead to more natural performances and choreography. Once they discovered how their
character would move in the scene, then I tried to limit improvisation in blocking. The camera
team needs to be able to anticipate their actions to work their movements. In the story, Phoebe
and Grace are close friends and there is a natural comradery that develops in the story between
them. To create this natural comradery between Phoebe, and Grace, the three of us sat down and
discussed their characters together. I then let the two of them go off by themselves to work
through their character’s backstory together. It led to them seeming to have a natural relationship
on set. It also led to them being able to have this natural rhythm together, which allowed us to
get their scenes in single long takes.
6) PRODUCTION DESIGN
I wanted to create a retro-futuristic world with a hint of a dystopian feeling in my film to
create a believable fantasy world while maintaining a low budget. A similar look has been
successfully done in films and TV series such as: The Man in the High Castle (2015), Sucker
Punch (2011), Blade Runner (1982), and Children of Men (2006). An alternative world was
13

created in average American homes and businesses by using set dressing and costume design in
The Handmaid’s Tale (2017).
I used posters and maps to hint this is an alternate world and hide things that distracted
from it. I used fatigues and U.S. soldier uniforms, but with patches and small changes to help
create the idea that this is a different world. My costume designer, Joanne Hopkins, worked with
me to create the designs for the care facility uniforms. The only problem we ran into, was that
she works in Florida and was unable to come before the weekend of production. She got the
measurements for costumes from the actors. While she was able to make some alternations on
location, some of the measurements she was given were so different than the actors actual size,
that she ended up having to change the style of the costumes to make the costume fit.
I used older items such as a rotary phone mixed with modern cars to create this alternate
world in which my story takes place. I tried to hide any other modern electronics as much as I
could. For the scenes located in the Marked Care Facility, I tried to create a cold world that
requires sacrifice as a business, using the color scheme of pastel blue-greens, pastel blues, and
tans in set dressing, costuming, and locations. The backgrounds in these scenes were bland and
forgettable to show there is no individuality when you are looking at society as a group. This is
the world that does not value the individual but instead prizes the good of the group. For the
scenes that take place outside the facility, I tried to create a contrast of colors and a contrast of
saturation that represents the complexity that is individuality and the importance of the
individual. These backgrounds were cluttered with items that helped to tell the audience who the
individuals are in that location and stress to the audience a world of individuality. This was also
carried-over into the cinematography as well. I increased the reds in the accessories worn and the
set dressing as Phoebe’s self-esteem grows. Towards the end of the film, we see a lot more reds
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throughout the scene. Costume design for in the world outside the facility has elements of the
1940s style clothing, punk, and modern American style clothing that has been mixed together.
The tattoos were based on Maori tribal tattoos, since Maori tattoos are created for a
spiritual purpose and tell the story of the wearer. Additionally, the tattoos resemble what the
remote viewer is seeing when they use their power. Given how important the tattoos are for the
audience to be able to easily identify remote viewers in this world, I tried to make sure no one
else besides remote viewers had tattoos in each scene by having actors and extras cover their
tattoos up. About three months before production, I tested the fake printable tattoos I planned on
using (from the research I did) to make sure they worked. My original graphic artist, who was
designing all the tattoos, let me know about a month before filming that she would be unable to
finish all that were needed before filming due to a paid film job she was taking. Luckily, I had a
backup plan. My brother, Michael Duval, is a graphic artist and he worked to finish the tattoos
and create the maps I needed for the film. My father, Dane Duval joined in and the three of us
finished the last several tattoos I needed.
7) CINEMATOGRAPHY
I worked with Duane Prefume as my DP to improve and carry out my design plan. When
I had difficulties in communication with my first DP during production on my second- year
project, Duane stepped in to help improve communication and later take over as my DP. We
have worked together on other projects since then that have been successful, including when I
was his DP on his Spring 3:2:1 project. Despite these projects having very different styles, we
were able to effectively communicate our ideas and work as a team. I showed Duane a few
pictures of the style I was seeking for both in and outside the facility. We ran a few camera tests
to prepare for the shoot. Duane seem to read my mind for The Marked. He carried out the
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cinematography exactly as I had envisioned it in my head. I know choosing a team that can work
together effectively and communicate well will be essential to creating a cohesive project.
I came to UNO to improve my visual storytelling. The cinematography style is extremely
important for this film in order to create a believable fantasy world for the viewer. I worked to
incorporate the color palettes I created for each distinctive character world (discussed above) in
the cinematography as well. In order to keep the feeling of fantasy, I tried to avoid any true
whites in any scene, which may remind the audience of the real world.
For the scenes that take place at the Marked Care Facility, I worked with Duane during
production and Carl Johnson in post-production to make the scene tinted a yellow-green during
the day and a blue-green at night. For the scenes that take place outside the Marked Care
Facility, I tried to create a contrast in colors. To avoid having the world outside the facility look
too much like reality, I used different colored gels and LEDs that are typically used on stage
lights in music performances to create a different color scheme for each interior. These are hard
beams of light that were used to light up different areas of each set to add a bit of color that does
not belong in each scene. For characters who have very strong individualist personalities, I tried
to use a red light in lighting the background behind them. For example, I used red light mixed in
with blue, green, and tungsten lights to create the lighting scheme for inside the junk shop. For
inside the Mechanic’s Garage I used a mix of tungsten and daylight balanced lights. This style of
lighting was used in John Wick (2014).
To create a very formalistic look to help create the fantasy world for the viewer, I mainly
used low-key lighting. I used a highly stylized lighting setup based on character emotions in the
scene, rather than only natural motivated lighting. This is especially true when it came to lighting
the background with different colors. While I use low-key lighting throughout the film, the day
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scenes that have lower conflict that take place in the Marked Care Facility have high-key
lighting. This is to create the feeling of a dehumanizing calm in the audience. It acts as a signal
to the audience that the remote viewers have no privacy in this alternate world and everything is
out in the open at this facility. This is also to create a contrast to the scenes that show that they do
have secrets they are hiding, like the secrets they discover while remote viewing. I tried to use
hard light during more intense scenes, such as the escape, and soft light when the scenes are less
intense, such as the scene with Alice and Phoebe fixing the tire. This style of lighting was
successfully done in The Man in the High Castle (2015), Pan’s Labyrinth (2006), Blade Runner
(1982), and Dark (2017).
In my previous films I have utilized many quick edits, with several different close-ups
and medium shots, and significant camera movement. I wanted to push myself to use only a few
different shots in long takes to tell the story of the scene as used by Sidney Lumet in several of
his films, such as Before the Devil Knows You’re Dead (2007). Inside the facility, I used a
limited number of types of shots to tell the story. However, during production when we filmed
outside the facility, I found myself adding different angles to help tell the story, especially where
there is a lot of movement, such as in the mechanic shop scenes. I explored the use of the twoshot and used it when I wanted to show conflict between two characters in a scene, such as the
argument between Alice and Phoebe over her using her talent.
I originally intended to use a lot of long shots, and extreme long shots with a deep depth
of field to tell the story, such as it is used in Star Wars: A New Hope (1977). However, the high
emotions of the scenes caused me to use more medium shots and close ups than I had originally
intended. I still forced myself to plan and film wide shots that helped give the viewer a large
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amount of information about this world, such the wide shot of the viewing room where we can
see a map of the cities in the background and news articles on the computer screen.
There were limited places to hide lights in the extreme wide shots inside the facility,
which made creating shots with deep depth of field difficult. The downside of filming on
location is you are limited in what can be moved and places to hide lights. However, it provided
me with an opportunity to use the shallow depth of field to focus on important things in the story
to force the viewer to look at that item. I had originally planned a few different shots with deep
focus for the scene where Phoebe sees her roommate being wheeled to the retirement ward. The
shallow depth of field gave me the idea to do the scene in a single take where we change focus to
see her roommate coming down the hall and then back to Phoebe to see her reaction. The same
thing happened at the car junk shop, where I switch focus from Phoebe and Alice to George
holding the missing part in the background.
In order to better share the story world, I use extreme close ups of set dressing and props
to help introduce the audience to important story elements, such as the address of Trish’s House.
I explored telling these scenes with the use of high and low angles to show power and to create a
more formalistic style that makes the fantasy element more believable, such as used by Quentin
Tarantino and Oliver Stone. I originally planned to use Dutch angles, but they did not fit the
feeling of most of the scenes. Following a very formalistic approach, there was very limited
camera movement, with the camera being on sticks and only limited pans and tilts to follow
actor’s movements, such as used in Dark (2017) and Star Wars: A New Hope (1977). One of the
few times I had a lot of camera movement, was in a highly stylized dolly move in the first hall
scene as Phoebe is walking down the hall. It’s an extremely important scene where the audience
first gets to see a hint of what is at stake for Phoebe when she uses her power. I wanted to draw
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attention to the scene so that the audience will remember it later in the story and be able to make
the connection between what it means to be retired and that you become retired when your skin
is fully covered with tattoos from using your power.
I discovered in creating The Marked, that while I may have one idea of what I want to do,
sometimes limited time or available resources will push you to create something different. In the
case of this film, it pushed me to make some better choices than what I originally intended. Since
I had a detailed plan of my style for this film ahead of time, it was easy to change my plans
during filming to create something that would still work with the scene. If I had been any less
clear in my overall style of my film before production, it may not have turned out as well.
8) ON-SET OPERATIONS
Everyone needs an “Autumn” on their set. I never realized how important it was to have
someone dedicated on set to making sure communication was shared between departments and
that departments were organized as they were supposed to be until this film. This film had a mix
of professional crewmembers (who had volunteered) and students. This led to a lot of
communication issues. TV film sets are run differently than movie sets, and both are run
differently than student sets. On student film sets, due to limited budgets and limited number of
available crewmembers, students tend to be in charge of multiple tasks, across several
departments. For small crews, this means that only a few people have to communicate on several
tasks and they often have to take up tasks that are not their job. However, when your crew
becomes larger, it means more people to manage. On larger union sets, there are certain
protocols observed that students don’t always know (due to lack of experience) or follow (due to
budget or crew constraints).
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The Marked, had a large crew, but not everyone was sure of protocols. During the first
weekend on set, some students and even a few extras, while trying to be helpful, were doing
other department’s jobs without communicating to department heads. This led to problems like
posters being torn from being improperly taken down and people moving sound equipment when
they were supposed to be hanging lights (slowing down production). It also meant that everyone
on the crew was coming to me for every question they had, so I was unable to focus on working
with my actors at times. I went to Autumn to talk to her for advice, since she had worked on a
number of larger productions. Her solution was to have a meeting with the department heads and
then the crew to discuss our sets protocols before the next day of filming. We decided to copy
the protocol that larger tv series sets use. Everyone was to report only to their department heads.
Department heads were to report to the 2nd AD or the 1st AD if the 2nd AD was not available.
Then the AD would report to me if I was needed for a decision or solving a problem. The only
caveat was that the art team was to report to me when the Art Director was not there, since I was
also the production designer on the project. Stevie and Autumn became a buffer between myself
and the rest of the crew, so that I could focus on directing and occasionally production design
(when my art team wasn’t available). While this protocol was not always observed by my
crewmembers, the production ran a lot smoother.
I knew that I wanted to be able to focus on directing on set, but I also had a creative
world that I had started to design as soon as I wrote the film. Given my previous experience, I
also knew how to keep my production costs down. I decided that I would be production designer
and my art team would report to me, until the day production began. The day production began,
my Art Director, Emilie Morrison, was supposed to be in charge of my art team on set and I was
supposed to transition to only directing. However, in the morning on the third day of filming,
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Emilie had a death in the family that forced her to leave set. She still tried to help with a few
things before she left, and she came back on the following weekend for the second weekend of
shooting. Additionally, most of my art team could only be on set for a few days of production,
leaving the art department short-handed. It forced me to take on the role of production designer
on set for the difficult scenes inside the remote viewing center for two days, in addition to being
director. Fulfilling the roll of not only director, but also production designer during production
was challenging and meant that I did not always have as much time with my actors as I would
have wished. I was fortunate to have such wonderful actors who were willing to work with the
directions I gave during set rehearsals while I had to deal with art. I would team up my actors
who were in the scenes together and have them practice with a few directions and then leave to
go to work on setting the scene.
IV.

POST PRODUCTION

9) EDITING
After discussing workflows with James Roe, I decided to follow the same workflow that I
used for my second-year project. My footage was made into proxies in DaVinci Resolve. My
Assistant Editor, Kelly Witters, then synced my footage to sound and organized my project in
Avid Media Composer.
Before I even began editing my film, I spent a lot of time doing research to get myself
thinking about the rhythms and styles of editing used by fantasy and dystopian films. I spent a lot
of time watching movies for their editing styles. A lot of new shows, such as The Rain (2019)
and Love 020 (2016), have been using this unique style of mixing quick long shots and close ups
in a scene to create tension and to quickly give information about the world to the viewer. I tried
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to use this style in editing together high-tension scenes, especially in the scenes that take place
inside the Marked Care Facility and in Bad Wolf Bar and Grill.
In using a more formalistic approach, I tried to use long takes with few edits in scenes
that are low stress or extremely emotional for the protagonist. Sometimes, due to repeated
mistakes by an actor, it was not possible to accomplish this, such as the scene where Alice
changes the tire. When this happened, I tried to limit the number of angles I used and used longer
takes. In scenes that were high stress, I used quick edits between different camera angles to
create tension, such as outside the Thrift Store.
I challenge myself to avoid using fade to blacks or dissolves for my transitions between
scenes. Instead, I used matching action and extreme close-ups of objects on set to help transition
from one place to the next. I had originally planned to use close ups of objects to create
transitions from one scene to another. However, putting that plan into action became difficult.
Due to time constraints when filming, I had a limited number of close ups. Additionally, few
objects were used by the protagonist at the beginning of a scene due to the nature of the story. In
future projects, I would like to plan to have a B-camera that has the sole job of getting close ups
of objects between takes when there are major time constraints.
In order to keep the pacing of the film up in montages with high stress, such as the scene
that takes place running from the facility, I edited with jump cuts that match to the beat of the
music in the scene. When Phoebe’s visions are shown, a moving blue eye vignette appears
around the images to suggest that we are seeing what Phoebe sees when she tries to peer into the
world at another location. The images used in the vision have special effect that bubbles out the
picture to make it seem more like we are looking through someone else’s eyes, or a magnified
glance at the real world from far away.
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Danny Retz taught me almost everything I know about editing. So, on my most important
project, I sought out his expertise. When I was picture locked, I sent him a copy of my film. I
knew it was too long, but I was having a hard time finding places to cut. We spent two days
going over my film shot by shot, frame by frame. Even though Danny was located in California
at the time, we were able to make it work by each having a copy of the film open on our
respective computer screens. Time code became very important in our discussion when talking
about how many frames needed to be added or removed to a particular shot. He helped me to
shave off a few minutes and create more tension in a few of my scenes. Utilizing his advice
helped to polish my film and solve a few problematic moments in the film, such as dealing with
cutting around performances in the bar scene that were not as strong as the actors had given me
in the past.
10) COLOR CORRECTION
In order to have the widest range of distribution, I shot The Marked in 4K DCI. Given
that I wanted to change colors in post and I wanted a dynamic color range, I utilized the UNO
Film Department’s RED Camera for all the shots except those that make up Phoebe’s vision and
the news scenes for the green screen shots. Phoebe’s visions are supposed to be grainy to create
the idea that we are seeing through her eyes and spying somewhere remotely, so I did not need
the RED camera to capture them. I captured these images on my own this semester, using my
Gh5s.
Once I was done editing, I relinked back to my original footage for color correcting in
DaVinci Resolve. Carl Johnson agreed to color correct and created a LUT based on images I
showed him and conversations between Carl, Duane, and I. The footage inside the Marked Care
Facility was color corrected to be tinted a hospital green. Carl and I discussed how the remote
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viewers are under a microscope and on camera in their bedrooms. As a result, we decided to
keep the bedrooms very bright, like they are on a stage to make the person watching feel
uncomfortable.
Working with the RED as my main camera gave me color correction options in post for
my footage that I would not have had otherwise. I also worked with a Gh5s to get the footage for
the montage scenes. Since the Gh5s does not shoot true 24 fps, but instead 23.976, I needed to
find a work around to use the different frame rates. I talked with James Roe, who said DaVinci
Resolve would not have a problem with the different frame rates and to just follow the original
workflow we had decided on.
While editing, I ran into a few problems in exporting. The first problem I experienced, is
that when I relinked my sequence back to DaVinci Resolve to color correct, it did not bring all
my sound clips with it. This means I must match back sound at a later time before I can export
the film for others to watch.
Additionally, I discovered that when exporting clips individually from DaVinci Resolve,
it did not change the frame rate. This meant that my footage from the Gh5s was 23.976, while
the footage from the RED was 24. This was not an issue I have had to deal with in the past. I
have either shot in all the same frame rate or edited in Premiere. In Premiere, this is not an issue.
However, Avid has a difficulty in dealing with different frame rates when exporting.
Additionally, DaVinci Resolve had trouble relinking to most of the sound clips when I brought
my sequence back in for color correction. This led to my film exports switching between being
in sync and out of sync depending on how they were exported. I solved this by exporting my
sequence as a single high-resolution film in DaVinci Resolve and then matching it back to the
sound separately in Avid.
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After editing was done, the sound was sent to be edited and mixed in Pro Tools by John
Maximillian and Dewayne Mingo. At the same time, my visual effects artist, Todd Schmidt
began working on all of the visual effects, such as the tattoo appearing on the viewers arm and
the visions. The titles were created in Adobe After Effects by Todd Schmidt for the title
sequence. However, because of a family emergency Todd had limited time to work on my
effects. I was going to get my film done no matter what, so I got some advice from Todd and
used “How To” videos on YouTube to figure out how to do the green screen effects on my own.
11) SOUND DESIGN AND MUSIC SCORE
After my footage was color corrected I sent the sound to be edited and mixed in Pro
Tools by John Maximillian and Dewayne Mingo. I originally was planning on working with
another composer on the project and had talked to her during preproduction about what I was
seeking for my film. However, during production, when I needed a sound mixer for the first
weekend at the last minute, Shane introduced me to Dewayne Mingo. Originally, Shane had him
contact me to audition for the small speaking role of shopkeeper. When he sent in his video
audition, he included music and sound effects that fit perfectly with the style of the film.
Dewayne stepped in to sound mix for our first weekend of filming. Right before production,
Dewayne called me to discuss the sound style of the film. While we were on set, we further
discussed the role I wanted music to play in The Marked and he had some really great ideas.
Dewayne had worked with John Maximillian before on his radio station. Both were inspired by
the film and asked if they could work on the composing and mixing of the film together. I faced
a large challenge during production, getting sound without interfering background noises in
some locations, such as the Mechanic’s Garage and the shops. Since Dewayne was on set,
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mixing sound, the first weekend, he was very familiar with the sound that was recorded during
production and I agreed to have them work as a team on my sound.
However, both found they had limited time to work on The Marked due to work
obligations. John had sent me some work that he had done on the first few scenes of the film, but
it didn’t match what I had envisioned for the composed music and sound effects. We talked
again and I gave him some other films to look at, such as What Happened to Monday (2017) and
the Netflix series, Love, Death, Robots (2019). After waiting for sound for a month, I had to
make some difficult decisions. I really appreciated their hard work, but I had a tight deadline to
meet. When speaking with John, the timeline of when the sound would be finished continued to
move further and further back. Due to the time constraints of my theses, I had to consider
alternatives. When it sounded like he would not be able to finish the sound, I turned to the two
people who had originally agreed to help. Kris Hoffman worked to fix my problematic dialogue
tracks while LaTasha Bundy agreed to compose the music.
Latasha and I spent time talking through the styles I wanted and my inspirations. I was
inspired by the use of music in Baby Driver (2017). While I had a short film and limited places
where dialogue music would fit, I wanted the story told in the music to match the story being
told in the scene. We worked back and forth for a week as she sent clips for approval. She
seemed to be able to see exactly what I had envisioned and I had very few changes I wanted her
to make to the score of the film.
I made time in my shooting schedule on set to get wild lines of my actors at most of my
locations. The diegetic sound of each scene will helps sell the world of the story, but given the
complexity of my story, it would take more than that. I planned on using music that would
transition back and forth from diegetic to non-diegetic music during the scenes to create the
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feeling that we are entering or leaving a fantasy world. However, in trying to apply this, I found
that there were not many places to go back and forth between diegetic and non-diegetic music.
Instead, I worked with my composer LaTasha to create music that helped us get into the feelings
of the scenes.
I used non-diegetic music during intense moments, so that the cut point or an action lands
on the beat. To create the alternate world in which my story takes place, I wanted to use several
different styles of music. I gained permission to use music from an up and coming band, Party
Obvious, and the 80s band Villain. I used a mix of rock music from those bands for the outside
world. To create the more classical confined world Phoebe grew up in and the detention facility,
I included classical sounds. I worked with my composer to create a mix of electronica and
classical sounds mixed with violins to show this is a futuristic world with an other worldly
feeling.
12) TEST SCREENING FEEDBACK
In order to evaluate my work and to determine if my intended audience was able to see
the film as I did, I organized a focus group to do a test screening. Because I was doing this test
screening during the summer, I didn’t have the easy option of showing it to a class of students. I
also wanted to get as wide an audience as possible, so I decided to host the screening online. To
avoid any legal issues, I attached NDAs to all focus group participants and password protected
the view-only version of the film through Vimeo. I wanted to make sure I asked both people
who worked in the industry and those who did not. I reached out on Facebook to friends of
friends and women’s film groups. I also asked close friends to reach out to family members to
watch the film. Additionally, I contacted people who I had worked with in the past and in the
gaming industry. I wanted to specifically focus on the people who were most likely to be my
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target audience for this film, the 13-30 years-old audience, especially women and those who
enjoy dystopian stories. Because I reached out online, I was able to get a wide range of people to
give feedback and most typed very detailed responses.
The response to the film was overwhelming. Out of the over thirty responses, all of the
people who watched the film wrote that they enjoyed it and in the general feedback, most said
they wished they could see more of Phoebe’s story. Many had contrasting viewpoints about the
bar scene and the escape. Some listed the bar scene or the escape as the scene they liked the
most, while the few people who listed a scene they “liked the least” also listed those same
scenes. Some claimed the chase scene was too long, while others thought it should be longer or
was just right. The contradictions are just a reminder that everyone views films differently. Not
everyone has the same likes and dislikes and everyone views each film through their own
perspective. Even though the common response was that one of the themes was “the good of the
many vs the individual,” some people also said it had themes of racism and the usefulness of
people with disabilities. Everyone took something slightly different from the film. In the end,
what matters most is that I tell the story that I was seeking to tell. Andrew Sarris wrote that the
director was being “the author of a film, the person who gives it any distinctive quality” (Sarris
400). Sarris suggested that it is the job of the director to make decisions to create the vision they
want to see. It is my job as the artist to create while the viewer sees the film through his or her
own lens. While public feedback is important, it is the job of the director to decide the type of
film they want to create. I tried to create a project that would make people think about the world
around them and make them feel like they are part of the story. Additional analysis of the results
of the screening are discussed further below in my analysis and conclusion.
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13) FESTIVAL PREPARATIONS
With the film just entering completion, I plan to submit my film to the festival circuit.
During preproduction, I began a Facebook campaign to help gain support for the film. With the
help of Bill Rainey and several friends, we have been able to grow our Facebook following to
over 590 followers so far that span the country. The goal was to create a following for the film in
the hope of bringing attention to the film before I begin the festival circuit. I will begin by
submitting it to several small festivals before the larger ones, like Sundance. For the smaller
festivals, I will focus on festivals that highlight female filmmakers, the fantasy genre, and
political issues. This will help me garner support for the film before it reaches the larger festivals
and increase my likelihood of being accepted. I also plan to enter this into the PBS Online Film
Festival and the DGA Film Festival. After it has finished the film festival circuit, I plan to pursue
a digital release, such as iTunes, Amazon, or Netflix so that I can reach as wide an audience as
possible. I am also seeking to use this film to pitch the idea of a TV series based on the concept
of this short film.
V.

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
I set out to make a film post-apocalyptic dystopian film that caused people to think about

the value of the individual and the pressures the individual faces to sacrifice for the good of the
many. There were some areas where I succeeded and other areas where I think the film ended up
falling a bit short. When I conducted the test viewing online, I asked a number of questions in
regards to the look of the film and its themes. Their responses gave me hope that this film will be
successful in the festival circuit and confirmed my suspicions about a few of the films
weaknesses.
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My first goal for this film was to create a believable story world for the viewer. I wanted
to see if the cinematography, sound, and production design work together to create a believable
fantasy world to the viewer. This was an ambitious project given not only the genre, but also the
locations and design.
I was seeking to create a completed film that looks professional, and there is no moment
during the film that causes the viewer to question the story world while they are watching it. In
order to evaluate my work, I asked my test audience: “What was your favorite part and why,”
“What part did you like the least and why,” “Regarding the visual style, how did it make you
feel,” and “Did the visual style convey a sense of a dystopian future?” Overall, the response was
very positive with very few people responding that they had a part they liked the least. Besides
the parts I mention above, there were two individuals who did mention they liked the soldiers
scene outside the door in the chase scene the least because they felt the soldiers seemed
unbelievable. There was an audience member who actually wrote that “the guards running after
her” was his favorite part of the movie. The purpose of the scene was to add a bit of comedy and
show how poorly organized the army is and tell a bit more about the results of remote viewing on
their activities. The film is so short, and I only have this one scene to really show this idea. I
don’t think it was effective and instead distracted from the story. I have gone back and forth in
taking the scene out and adding it back in to see which way works best. In the end, I decided to
remove the dialogue between the soldiers as the poor acting detracted from the audience being
fully emerged in the story.
The acting portrayed by the other actors in the film seemed to be more successful. In
regard to audience’s favorite part, another audience member wrote, “the relationship between the
mechanic and Phoebe, the empathy shown by the mechanic in this relationship is really
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palpable.” Several others mentioned how they loved the character of Phoebe and wanted to see
more of her story. This suggests that the relationships in the film and the acting were believable
and helped to create another world that kept the audience in the story of the film. In response to
the question of what part of the film did you like the least, one respondent wrote “can’t say as it
would simply be an emotional reaction to some scenes and that is good because it means I
became emotionally involved in the film.” Several respondents mentioned feeling fearful for
Phoebe or nervous throughout the movie. One person wrote “anxious” in answer to the question,
“regarding the visual style, how did it make you feel?” This suggests that the film was very
successful in making the audience feel like they were in the world if they were having an
emotional reaction to it.
While no one questions the dystopian world of the viewer’s world, the outside world was
a different story to a few of the respondents. While a majority of the respondents wrote that they
felt this was a believable post-apocalyptic society, a few mentioned that a few times when we see
Phoebe on the streets in the outside world, the film becomes less believable as post-apocalyptic.
The results were mostly positive in creating an alternate world, but two respondents did remake
that it didn’t have enough “decay and garbage” to portray a post-apocalyptic outside world when
Phoebe was walking around searching for Trish outdoors. However, one of the respondents did
write that, while the world didn’t remind him of a dystopian world because it was so clean, “the
theme, story, and delivery are what hit the dystopian marks for me.” Both of the respondents
who mentioned this said that this is a common thing they see in short films due to budget
constraints.
In trying to create the outside dystopian world, I had looked for outdoor locations that
appeared run down, but it was difficult to find exactly what I was seeking. The few places that I
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did find would not allow us to film at their location or they were not available to film at for
several months. There were a few places that I was able to gain permission to film at that looked
somewhat rough and had interesting colors. I had hoped with using the unique New Orleans
architecture, that I would be able to make it seem post-apocalyptic with editing and color
correction. Another problem was that most of the outdoor shots were filmed with a skeleton crew
due to budget and time constraints. Since most of the outdoor shots were not as complicated to
film or as important to the storyline as the indoor shots, I focused most of my resources on the
indoor scenes. This film made me realize the importance of every shot. It especially made me
aware of the need to find the time and resources for shots that may not seem important during
production, as they become important to the overall look of the film.
In future projects like this, I will make sure to find exactly what I am looking for rather
than settling for something that may or may not work. I will also make sure that I have an art
team at every location to set up each scene and to find solutions for anything that needs to be
changed before filming. Part of the problem was that I had to take on too many jobs when I had
difficulties getting enough people on the art team and having them available for the shoot. Film
is a collaborative process and you cannot do it alone. I would also like to make sure I have
someone on my team in the art department who can focus on finding set decorations to create
this look. I would also make sure to schedule time in the production for them to have the time to
setup an outdoor location. If I have the budget in future projects, I will build a set that better
represents my outside world or construct what I want to the façade of outside buildings. I would
like to be able to build a set for such difficult locations, rather than trying to find available
locations in the real world.
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I also had another goal in making this film. I first went into film to tell stories that would
change how people think and make a difference in how we treat each other. My second goal of
this film was for the film to cause people to question whether individuals should always sacrifice
their lives for the greater good (like teachers, soldiers, and caregivers)? To see if my film caused
this reaction in the audience, I gave the test audience the question: “What are the theme(s) and/or
questions that this film explores?” Many from the focus group mentioned my most important
theme of “the good of the many vs the individual” and sacrificing for the good of the many.
While my film covered a few themes, I found it interesting what people viewed as the
main theme. Most picked out some of the common general overall themes that are present in the
film, stating it was about “sacrifice, both on a personal level and for the sake of others,” “the
responsibility of the individual to society,” and “moral obligations.” Another wrote, “Imposition
of sacrifice…a person’s discovery that they are indeed an individual with rights.” A few others
stated other themes of questioning “government control,” “separatism,” “questioning society’s
use of people,” and “individual freedoms.” I had one person talk about the theme of how people
with disabilities can be useful to society. While that was one of the themes I was trying to get
across in the movie, I didn’t view it as the main theme. This respondent explained that this was
what she thought the movie was about and how important the issue was. It really brings to light
the idea that film is a unique experience for each viewer and that we all shape our experiences
with film based on our own preconceived ideas.
Several people wrote that they supported Phoebe’s choice at the end and argued how she
should not have to give her life away for the masses of people she does not know. A few people
remarked how it is a hard choice to decide between helping a large group of people or your life.
These responses were in answer to the question, “Regarding Phoebe's choice at the end of the movie,
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what arguments would you make for or against her decision?” Their arguments over her choices were

the exact types of questions this film was meant to raise. Overall, I would argue that The Marked
accomplishes my second goal. Several people wrote about how the film made them think about
this issue. “Seriously, the film made me profoundly uncomfortable as I think it was meant to
do…. It raised some very important questions,” was written by a respondent in the general
feedback section.
My focus group had a wide range of ages, backgrounds, and cultures. Given the positive
feedback of the film by my entire focus group, I would argue The Marked to be successful. I
believe I was successful in creating a film that tells a story that is entertaining and causes people
to question the world around them. Like any film, it has a few weak points. However, it has its
strong points as well. One respondent wrote, “editing and photography were outstanding, by far
the strongest aspects of this film.” The story and the story world were strong enough that many
people responded that they wanted the film to be a full-length movie or a series so they could
keep watching and learn more about Phoebe and the people in her world.
I had a wonderful team of people who worked with me to create this film. Film is very
much a collaborative art. It cannot happen without each team member using his or her unique
talents and knowledge to create a small piece of the puzzle that makes a film. However, it still
requires an individual person with courage to take up the challenge that is directing and guide the
creative process to finish the film. On a student film with a very limited budget, that can be
difficult. Given the challenges I faced, I can understand how many films are never finished or
never made. However, the difficult process has made me realize that it is possible to create a
meaningful film no matter what challenges you might face as long as you keep working at it. I
learned a lot not only from the experience, but also from my fellow crewmembers on this project.
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OVER BLACK:
PHOEBE (V.O)
In 2025 a war broke out between Russia
and the U.S.. Now there are no
countries left and cities have risen
out of the ashes during the peace
we've had the last 80 years. But
biological warfare resulted in a
massive increase in birth defects,
including the rare one I was born
with, the ability to remote view.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - REMOTE VIEWING ROOM - DAY
A HEART MONITOR beeps.
Jars filled with cotton swabs, tongue dispensers, and bandaids line a pink counter.
A PEN scribbles on a PAD ATTACHED TO A METAL CLIP BOARD held
by DR. FRANK THOMAS, 55. Dr. Thomas, wearing pristine scrubs
and a lab coat, taps his pen.
As a SALINE SOLUTION drips from a bag, Nurse AGATHA, 41,
checks the bag and makes a note on her clip board.
PHOEBE's right hand straps her left hand into a CLINICAL CARE
CHAIR. Phoebe, 16, is a remote viewer with dirt brown hair,
is covered, from her toes almost up to neck, with flat black
tattoos of small tribal swirls that seem to resemble places,
people, and violence. She wears a clean, light blue, hospital
gown. Nurse Agatha leans down to take over strapping in
Phoebe's left hand.
PHOEBE
I can do it myself. I'm not sick.
AGATHA
Sit back, Remote Viewer.
Phoebe puts her right hand under the strap on the right side
and Agatha straps down her hand.
Dr. Thomas walks across the small room to stand in front of a
utilitarian, artichoke green, sofa chair. Across from him
stands GENERAL FITZPATRICK, 60, in a white lab coat covering
a dark green army suite. Dr. Thomas shakes Fitzpatrick's hand
and Fitzpatrick sits down.
DR. THOMAS
How can we be of service?
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FITZPATRICK
Neoc has been having a few...
problems. The mayor received a tip
about a bomb threat set to go off when
he makes his announcement Tuesday
night.
Dr. Thomas walks to a computer and types "bomb threats,
Neoc." On the screen several official reports pop up with
pictures that say..."Eco-terrorist group 'WTP' threatens Neoc
Mayor's decision to lift the emissions regulations on the
city's power plants" and "Bomb threat against Neoc's power
plants,"
GENERAL FITZPATRICK
It's Monday, so the city's police
patrol is only in the south-east
district. We need to know where that
bomb is.
Dr. Thomas pulls up a PICTURE OF AN EDISON LIGHT STUDDED
CHEMICAL BOMB and MAP OF Neoc, JCA on a PROJECTOR. Next to
the projector is a MAP OF JOINT CITES OF AUSTEARIA, with a
small picture a blue, yellow, and white stripped flag with an
orange triangle on top. He then walks to Remote Viewer
Phoebe.
DR. THOMAS
Viewer, take a deep breath.
Concentrate on the picture in front of
you. You are looking for a bomb in one
of Neoc's power plants. Remember,
efforts are useless without results.
Phoebe looks at the pictures and then closes her eyes and
takes a deep breath.
DR. THOMAS
10...9...8...7...6...5...
Phoebe's back arcs and all the muscles in her body go taunt.
She screams in pain.
SERIES OF SHOTS - GRAINY VISION
A) Vignette quick flashes of power plant interiors.
B) A vignette image of a concrete room with the Edison bomb.
C) A vignette image of a bomb attached to concrete.
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D) A vignette image of a power plant.
E) A vignette image of a sign in front of the power plant
that reads "West District Power Plant 5."
END OF SERIES OF SHOTS
A new tattoo begins to appear on Phoebe's skin on her taunt
hand of a stylized box with looped lines, like wires,
attached, and several thick lines like pipe.
A monitor counts down the percentage of clear skin
left...63.74%, 63.35%, 62.41%...
Phoebe's taunt arm and hand with the new tattoo go limp.
PHOEBE
(whispers)
1st floor, stairwell E, West District
Power Plant 5.
DR. THOMAS
You served well today for the good of
the many.
As Phoebe lies limp, Fitzpatrick makes a phone call and walks
out of the room. He starts to take off the white lab coat as
soon as he walks out the door, revealing a dark green army
suite strung with several pins and patches, including a blue,
yellow, and white stripped flag with an orange triangle.
INT. WEST DISTRICT POWER PLANT 5 - DAY
SOLDIER #1's hand cuts a wire and pulls a bomb off concrete.
INT./EXT. WEST DISTRICT POWER PLANT 5 - DAY
A SIGN reads, "West District Power Plant 5", as SOLDIER #1,
20s, in a bomb suit, walks out of the power plant holding the
bomb with TWO SOLDIERS holding guns behind him.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - MAIN HALLWAY - DAY
Agatha checks her chart as she marches Phoebe down the hall.
NURSE #1, 30s, walks past them with REMOTE VIEWER #1, 16, in
the opposite direction. A GIANT POSTER, with smiling tattooed
faces, states, "WE SERVE FOR THE GOOD OF THE MANY." Phoebe
pauses in front of a corridor marked RETIREMENT CARE.
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Through an open set of double doors in the corridor, Phoebe
can see SEVERAL TATTOOED WOMEN, 20-40, sitting catatonic in
wheelchairs that are lined up in rows in front of a
television playing cartoons. NURSE #2, 20s, moves a
wheelchair and begins to close one of the doors.
AGATHA
Let's go, Viewer.
PHOEBE
I want to outside and walk the paths
in the woods.
AGATHA
It's not on the schedule today, No.
Let's go, Viewer.
Phoebe turns to walk away, but Agatha grabs her and hauls her
down the hall. Agatha stops at a door, unclasps her badge,
opens the door, and hauls Phoebe through.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM - DAY
Phoebe steps inside as the door is locked behind her. Her
roommate, GRACE, 17, a remote viewer, sits on a small twin
bed, smoking a cigarette and sculpting a beautiful flower out
of clay. Grace's tattoos cover her entire body, including
most of her face.
Phoebe glances at the camera in the corner of her room and
walks to her twin bed across from Grace.
PHOEBE
Smoking is bad for the environment.
You know they're going to notice
eventually.
GRACE
Yes, because I have so much time for
privileges left.
Phoebe looks down at her own tattoos. Agatha, opens the door
and holds out her hand.
AGATHA
Viewer Grace, put out that cigarette.
You've lost your art room privileges.
Which nurse did you steal from this
time?
Grace stares at Agatha, puts the cigarette out.
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AGATHA
Clean up, you're up next.
GRACE
No. I'm not doing it. I'm done.
AGATHA
You break the rules again and I will
be making a phone call to city and
have your sister, Trish, put back in
Neoc Orphanage.
GRACE
You can't keep threatening me with
that! I saved Commander Parker's
platoon by viewing the Coaldor
Alliance for him. He promised me she
would have a good foster home!
AGATHA
You have ten minutes.
Agatha leaves, locking the door behind her. Grace puts her
sculpture next to others on the shelf above her bed.
PHOEBE
Why would you refuse to use your
talent to help them? I'd rather die
knowing I saved people's lives than
live knowing that I could have saved
them.
GRACE
Yes, but what about things you want to
do in your life? I need you to do
something for me.
Grace takes off a RING ON A NECKLACE from under her shirt.
GRACE
This was my mother's before she died.
I want my sister to have it to
remember her by.
PHOEBE
That's beautiful. But how do you
expect to get it to her?
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GRACE
That's what I need your help with.
There's a handyman, Hank, who
sometimes sneaks things in and out for
me. I want you to promise to make sure
he gets it.
PHOEBE
Yes, but you still have time.
GRACE
Please, Phoebe. He only comes when
something is broken.
PHOEBE
No.
Agatha opens the door and Grace hides the necklace.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - WORKOUT ROOM - DAY
Phoebe stops riding an exercise bike and Agatha hands her a
white towel as she stands up.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - OUTSIDE VIEWING ROOM - DAY
Phoebe walks down the hall with Agatha holding a white towel
and wiping her face. As she walks past the remote viewing
room, she sees Grace on the table having a session. Monitors
beep. Another MONITOR WITH PERCENTAGE OF UNMARKED SKIN LEFT
counts down...6.22%, 5.56%, 4.32%..
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Phoebe and Grace lay in their beds staring at the ceiling.
GRACE
When my sister was just learning how
to eat, she though it would be funny
to spits spinach all over the counter.
Then when I start to get mad, she
tries to hand me her sweet roll she
had left.
PHOEBE
I used to pretend I had an invisible
sister who would eat all my veggies
for me when I was little and the
matron at the orphanage would try to
force me to eat something I didn't
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like. Your the first person I've
shared a room with for more than a
year.
(beat)
Give me the necklace and where to have
Hank send it.
GRACE
I shouldn't have asked. I don't want
to get you in trouble. I'm not worth
it.
PHOEBE
Just give it to me.
Graces rummages in her drawer and pulls out a SCRAP OF PAPER
with the address "McKinty Family, 3242 Sixth St., Neoc, JCA."
She hands it to Phoebe along with the necklace.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION - NIGHT
Dr. Thomas checks a chart at the nurse's station with Agatha.
Nurse STACY, 40s, types at the desk. A new reel plays on her
screen of a GIRL, 8-12, being taken out of her home by
SOLDIERS as one soldier hands her PARENTS a box of goods..
NEWSCASTER (V.O)
There is a call for more remote
viewers on schedule with the increase
of accidents and limited police
patrols in each city.
DR. THOMAS
Let's continue to keep our remote
viewers in rooms one through seven on
three viewings a week. Remote viewer
Grace is expected to have to be moved
to the Retirement Wing by the end of
the week.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION - DAY
Agatha walks Phoebe from a room and stops at the nurses
station to drop off a chart with Stacy. Phoebe stares as
NURSE #3, 32, helps Grace shuffle to her room.
Phoebe turns, looking around, to see HANK, 50, in blue
coveralls, under a WATER FOUNTAIN, fixing it. Phoebe walks
over to watch.
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PHOEBE
Can I help? If you show me what to do
I'll do it.
HANK
No. You're in my light, Viewer.
PHOEBE
I really can help. I heard you can get
things, could you possibly send
something, like a piece of jewelry?
Phoebe tries to picks up a wrench Hank was reaching for.
HANK
Don't touch that!
AGATHA
Remote Viewer, you don't belong over
there. Let's go.
HANK
(Whispers)
And tell that other viewer I'm done
sending letters, I told her never to
say anything and I'm not loosing my
job over this.
Phoebe stares at Hank and then leaves to follow Agatha.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Grace, with only a small spot not tattoo covered, sit next
Phoebe. Phoebe hands Grace the necklace with the ring but
Grace pushes it back to her.
PHOEBE
I'm sorry.
GRACE
You tried. Keep it.
Grace struggles to stand and pulls a key from a hidden spot
inside one of her clay sculptures on the shelf.
PHOEBE
You're the reason Nurse Grady got
fired? Why did you take it?
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GRACE
I've never been able to get a swipe
card or I would have left. Now I
couldn't even walk out of this
building if I wanted to. It's yours,
if you want it. I know you won't
leave, but you can use it to sneak out
to the nurses station at night and
swipe their candy bars. Nurse Agatha
has a BAD chocolate habit.
Phoebe laughs and takes the key. She stares at it. Grace
leans to rest her head on Phoebe's shoulder.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION DAY
Agatha hands paperwork to Stacy at the desk. She hands Phoebe
pills and water. Phoebe takes the pills and then holds a
monitor to her arm. Phoebe sees a soldier carting a large box
out of her room. Nurse #2 wheels a catatonic, Grace, covered
in tattoos, through a door and down the hall towards the
Retirement Wing.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Phoebe stares at the ceiling in her bed and plays with the
ring and necklace. She looks over at the empty bed next to
hers.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION - DAY
Hank fixes an air conditioning vent. Phoebe traces a map of
the halls on the inside door of the cabinet. Agatha pulls out
a grape juice box from the cabinet and hands it to Phoebe as
Nurse #2 wheels a catatonic, REMOTE VIEWER, 19, covered in
tattoos, through a door towards the Retirement Wing. Stacy
types at the desk.
NURSE #3, 30s, walks through the door in carrying a
struggling REBECCA, 16. She wears jeans and a t-shirt with a
tattoos on her arms. Phoebe puts a straw in her juice box as
Agatha grabs a syringe out of the cabinet and walks towards
Rebecca.
REBECCA
Let me go!
NURSE #3
Stop. You need to keep going to
training or your talent will kill you.
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Phoebe backs away towards Hank. Agnes goes to plunge the
syringe in Rebecca as she struggles.
STACY
Put her in the training room. I'll
send someone.
Phoebe looks down at her tattoos and turns to see Hank next
to her. She spies his BADGE on top of his CASE. Phoebe looks
at her room and then her tattoos. Agnes puts the syringe away
in a container near Phoebe.
AGATHA
Viewer Phoebe, let's go.
As Agatha turns around, Phoebe glances at her room. She grabs
Hank's badge, hiding it, and follows Agnes.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM - DAY
Door closing behind her, Phoebe runs to sit on the bed next
hiding the badge from the camera.
PHOEBE
I have lost my mind.
Phoebe opens her drawer to put the badge in her hiding spot
and sees the necklace. She touches it and then grabs two
shirts from a drawer and throws one over the camera.
PHOEBE
I made a promise.
She lays on the bed with the other shirt and closes her eyes.
She starts to breath slowly.
GRACE
10...9...
She ties the shirt over her mouth.
GRACE
8...7...6...5...
Phoebe's eyes open wide as she arches off the bed. she tries
to muffle her moans.
SERIES OF SHOTS - GRAINY VISION
A) Vignette quick flashes of roads.
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B) vignette quick flashes of houses.
C) A vignette image of a house with the number 3242.
END OF SERIES OF SHOTS
Phoebe stares at the ceiling breathing heavily.
ESCAPE MONTAGE - VARIOUS - DAY
A) INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSES STATION - Dr. Thomas,
FOUR NURSES, and Hank argue at the nurses station as Phoebe
peers out into the hall and then walks quickly the other way.
B) INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BACK HALL DOOR - Phoebe swipes
the card and runs through the door.
C) INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - Stairwell - Phoebe swipes the
card and runs through the door.
D) INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY #1 Phoebe waits, hiding behind a door until Nurse #3 saunters
into a side room and the she speed walks past.
E) INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY #1 Phoebe ducks into a room as DOCTOR #1 and TWO NURSES rush
past searching. Then she ducks back out, putting on a
sweatshirt, and runs.
F) INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY #2 Phoebe runs between Nurse #2 and DOCTOR #3 to a side door and
swipes her card.
G) EXT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - As Phoebe runs through a door,
TWO SOLDIERS turn and give chase.
H) EXT. WOODS - Phoebe hides behind a tree as the TWO
SOLDIERS run past.
J) EXT. ROAD IN WOODS - Phoebe walks out of the trees and
begins walking along the road.
END MONTAGE
EXT. STREET WITH JUNK SHOPS - DAY
Phoebe stands on the corner of a rundown street wearing dirty
green scrub pants and a dirty sweatshirt. She starts to go
left. She pauses, turns around, shoves her hands in her
pocket, and goes down the street.
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THREE PEDESTRIANS stare at Phoebe. Phoebe glances around and
continues to walk. She darts into a shop.
INT./EXT. JUNK SHOP - DAY
Phoebe walks into a junk shop bursting with racks of used
clothes, old toys, furniture, and kitchenware. SHOPKEEPER #1
stands at the counter making a building out of PIECES OF
WOOD. A RADIO sits next to him..
RADIO ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
...We interrupt this program with an
update from Mayor Task and the Joint
Cities of Austearia's Army General
Fitzpatrick. The remote viewer who
went missing yesterday from the Marked
Care Detention Facility right outside
Hocullket still has not been found...
Phoebe pause and catches herself in an old mirror with the
tattoo on her neck revealed. Glancing at Phoebe, Shopkeeper
#1 picks up the phone and dials. Phoebe flips up her hood,
sees the shopkeeper, and runs.
SHOPKEEPER #1
Officer, I want to report a remote
viewer in my shop. Yes, she's here
right now. Two, two, three, Fourth
Street, South District.
EXT. STREET WITH JUNK SHOPS - DAY
Phoebe, with her head down, slows to a speed walk. She
glances at each of the THREE PEDESTRIANS that stare.
STACIA, 30s, walking her DOG down the street towards Phoebe
She stops to check her PURSE. Phoebe reaches her as she pulls
out a scarf. The dog sniffs Phoebe.
PHOEBE
Excuse me, do you know how far I am
from Sixth Street?
STACIA
If you take a left at...
Phoebe leans down to push the dog back with her right hand,
revealing the tattoos on her hand. Phoebe pauses looking at
her hand and then up at Stacia and bolts. Stacia stares after
her and then turns to go after her.
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EXT. GARAGE - DAY
Phoebe darts from around a corner. She looks around behind
her and darts into Alice's Mechanic Garage.
INT. GARAGE - DAY.
ALICE, 50s, in red coveralls, lies under a car tightening a
bolt. Phoebe walks in and looks around.
ALICE
If you don't need something fixed, get
the hell out of my shop!
The phone in the office rings.
ALICE
Damn it, Rico! Where the hell are you?
If this god damn finicky jack falls on
my head because you weren't hear to
hold it, I swear to god!
PHOEBE
I can do it.
The jack starts to slip under Alice's leg. The phone stops.
ALICE
Shit. I don't have time for this. Come
take it, but if you let it drop on my
head, I'm going to haunt you until you
turn into a rotting grey corpse.
Alice moves her leg, letting Phoebe take over holding on to
the jack. She takes out a few more bolt. The phone stops
ringing.
ALICE
Who are you and what do you want?
Phoebe looks outside the garage and sees Stacia with the dog
walking past. Phoebe turns while still trying to hold the
jack and knocks over the tray of tools on the table next to
her. Alice gets out from under the car.
ALICE
God damn it, girl! Watch what you're
doing! You're one of those damn street
urchins aren't you? I don't give out
any hand outs, get out.
Phoebe glances back out to the street and then at Alice.
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PHOEBE
I'm trying to find Sixth Street and I
got a little lost.
ALICE
Why didn't you say so in the first
place? It's four blocks that way.
Alice points and then grabs a rag,
shifts to stand behind the cabinet
back and forth between outside and
her. TWO MEN IN BLACK UNIFORMS AND
talking on radios.

wiping her hand. Phoebe
next to her and glances
Alice, who is glaring at
BADGES walk up to Stacia,

ALICE
Why are you still standing here?
PHOEBE
What are you fixing?
ALICE
I'm changing the oil pan this one's
rusted out.
Alice stares at her. Phoebe glances at the two men outside.
PHOEBE
Can I watch?
ALICE
No. Damn it Ricco. Today was not the
day to be late. I have three pick-ups
to get done today.
PHOEBE
Please?
Alice grabs rags, an oil pan, and sealant and looks around
with her hands full. She turns toward Phoebe.
ALICE
Shit. What the hell. Grab the
flashlight and that socket wrench off
the counter. It's the tool closest to
you. You might as well hold on to that
jack and shine that light at the pan
for me.
Alice gets under the car. Phoebe moves to hold the jack and
shines the light. Phoebe notices the two men outside walking
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away. Alice holds her hand out for the socket wrench. Phoebe
turns and hands her the wrench. Alice removes the last bolt.
Alice pulls off the pan and
to wipe off the inside with
on. Phoebe stares at Alice.
Alice gets up and wipes her

sets it to the side. She starts
a rag and then puts the new pan
A bolt is tightened by Alice.
hands.

ALICE
I'm Alice. What's your name?
PHOEBE
...Phoebe.
ALICE
Want to help me with a gas leak?
Phoebe stares as Alice lets down the jack, grabs it, and
walks towards a nearby car.
ALICE
You coming? Bring the flashlight.
Alice raises the jack the last bit.
ALICE
Come hold this.
Phoebe walks over and takes the jack from Alice.
Alice lies under the car loosening the bolt as Phoebe holds
the jack and shines the light. Phoebe watches Alice pull off
the last bolt and pulls off the pan.
ALICE
Come give me a hand under here.
Alice sticks her foot out to hold the jack lever. As Phoebe
gets under the car, Alice hands her a rag.
ALICE
Wipe all this oil off. These spots
right here are where the bolts go in
to hold the pan.
Phoebe starts to wipe away the oil.
ALICE
You know my sister had marks like
yours.
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Phoebe freezes and starts to bolt up. Alice puts a hand over
Phoebe's hand with the rag and Phoebe freezes again.
ALICE
I should have tried to stop my parents
when they called to have her taken
away.
(Pause)
I'm guessing you don't have a place to
stay. I don't give free handouts, but
you can stay here if you do some work
around the shop for me. I'll even
include meals.
PHOEBE
But I don't know anything about fixing
cars.
ALICE
You have two hands right?
PHOEBE
I'm only here because
promised a friend I'd
someone. As soon as I
headed back to Marked

I got lost. I
get something to
drop it off, I'm
Care.

ALICE
Why would you go back to the Detention
Facility?
PHOEBE
What else can I do. My gift can be
used to save lives.
ALICE
Well, the offer stands if you change
your mind. I need the help. I'm not as
young as I used to be. Help me with
one more car before you go and I'll
fix you a sandwich to take with you.
A wrench tightens a bolt under a car. Alice gets out from
under the car. Phoebe lets go of the jack and the jack
collapses, slamming the car down.
ALICE
Damn, I'm glad you were here today.
Holly hell!
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Alice catches her breath and starts walking towards the back.
She looks Phoebe up and down.
ALICE
Come on! I'll get you one of my old
sets of work clothes you can have
along with that sandwich. Make sure
you cover up those markings carefully
before you leave. There's some old
gloves in my top desk drawer you can
have.
INT. GARAGE - OFFICE- DAY
As Phoebe zips up the overalls, she leans over to dig through
the desk drawer. She pulls out one glove and then has to pull
out a box and a few other things to grab the other. She puts
some of the junk back. She opens the box and looks through
some of the nicknacks inside. She pulls out a PHOTO of two
girls, one with tattoos. On the back of the card it says
sisters forever. She puts everything back in the drawer and
leaves.
EXT. 3242 SIXTH STREET - DAY
Phoebe, wearing blue coveralls, walks up to the two story
house squeezed between several others. Phoebe knocks on the
door. She looks around the neighborhood. She knocks harder.
She peers through the windows next to the door. The house is
empty.
INT. GARAGE - NIGHT
Alice sits at a desk looking through paperwork. At the sound
of knocking, Alice goes to open the door and sees Phoebe.
ALICE
You change your mind or did you not
find who you were looking for?
PHOEBE
There was no one there. Any chance
your offer still stands? At least
until I find who I'm looking for?
ALICE
You can sleep on the couch in the
office. Take anything of mine, I'll
break your hands with a hammer.
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INT. ALICE'S GARAGE - DAY
Alice shows Phoebe how to tighten the bolts on a tire.
PHOEBE
I'm not sure even where to start
looking for my friend's sister.
ALICE
I'm surprised you haven't tried to use
your talent given the way you seem to
be willing to use it any chance you
get to help someone. Throwing your
life away.
PHOEBE
It doesn't work that way. I have to
know the locations of where to look in
order to find something.
ALICE
You should try looking them up in the
phone book or talk to some of the
businesses around here.
MONTAGE - PHOEBE WORKS IN GARAGE AND SEARCHES - DAY
A) INT. GARAGE - Phoebe searches the phone book but finds
nothing.
B) INT. GARAGE - Phoebe opens the garage and starts sweeping
while Alice moves tools.
C) EXT. SECOND HAND STORE - Phoebe walks into the store.
D) INT. SECOND HAND STORE - Phoebe stands at a counter while
SHOPKEEPER #2 shakes his head no.
E) INT. GARAGE - Phoebe opens the garage and starts moving
tools while Alice works under a car.
F) EXT. WINE SHOP - Phoebe walks into a store.
G) INT. WINE SHOP - Phoebe stands at a counter while
SHOPKEEPER #3 shoos her out of the building.
H) INT. GARAGE - Phoebe opens the garage and jacks up a car
while Alice works on a car engine.
I) EXT. CLOTHING SHOP #2 - Phoebe walks into the store.
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J) INT. CLOTHING SHOP #2 - Phoebe stands at a counter while
SHOPKEEPER #4 shakes his head no.
K) EXT. BOOK SHOP - Phoebe walks into the store.
END OF MONTAGE
INT. CAR PARTS JUNK SHOP - DAY
Car parts and other old tools are piled waste high around the
warehouse. Phoebe wanders around with Alice, looking at
parts. GEORGE,20s-50s, a junk shop owner, wanders, looking
around and scratching his head.
ALICE
Are you sure you have an old ignition
that I can covert? I can't find one.
No one seems to have any left anymore
and it's not like they're making new
ones.
GEORGE
I got one from Sam about a month ago
when he made his last run between
cities with a supply shipment from
salvaging in old city dumps.
ALICE
George, you can't remember where you
put your coffee cup from last night,
how are you going to remember where
you put something from a month ago?
Phoebe, any luck?
PHOEBE
No.
ALICE
Donkey Dung. Keep looking. I really
need one to get this young mother's
delivery car running. But, she may be
out of luck until the next shipment or
I get another car to brake down for
parts. I just didn't want her to have
to wait that long. she really needs
the car to keep her kids fed. And you
know I'm a sucker for kids.
PHOEBE
Is there a bathroom I can use?
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GEORGE
Yeah, back there.
Phoebe looks around and then walks to the back.
INT. CAR PARTS JUNK SHOP - BATHROOM - DAY
Phoebe closes the door and glances around. She sees a shower
and hides on the floor. She glances back and forth one more
time to make sure no one is looking. She takes a deep breath.
PHOEBE
10...9...8...7...6...5...4...3...2...
Phoebe's open wide as her back arcs and all the muscles in
her body go taunt. She bites her lips in pain trying to
muffle her voice.
SERIES OF SHOTS - GRAINY VISION OF SHOP
A) Vignette quick flashes of parts around junk store.
B) Vignette images of the ignition part and the area around
it.
END SERIES OF SHOTS
Phoebe takes a deep breath as Alice barges into the room.
ALICE
What under gods brown earth do you
think you are doing? I know you
learned control at that facility! Why
the hell would you choose to use your
talent?
PHOEBE
I wanted to help you find that part.
It was important to you.
ALICE
And I will find it eventually. If you
wanted to help you could have just
continued helping me by looking by
hand. That would have been a big help.
How is using your talent until you go
catatonic going to help me? Or help
yourself for that matter?
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Alice stalks out of the bathroom leaving Phoebe on the shower
floor.
INT. CAR PARTS JUNK SHOP - DAY
Alice storms into the shop. Phoebe slowly ambles behind
chasing her.
PHOEBE
But I just wanted to help. I found
where the part is. You might not find
it otherwise.
ALICE
Why don't you trying helping yourself
for once? I can't watch you disappear
like my sister. Go somewhere else, I
need some space right now.
GEORGE
Hey! I found it!
INT./EXT. BOOK SHOP - DAY
Phoebe walks into a bookstore and up to the counter while
SHOPKEEPER #5 pulls used books out of a tub at the counter
checking them.
PHOEBE
Excuse me, I'm trying to find an old
friend of mine who may have moved,
Trish McKinty. Any chance you might
know where to find her.
SHOPKEEPER #5
Yeah, I know her. Comes in to trade
books every week. I think I have her
number on a special order I placed for
her two days ago. Hold on.
The shopkeeper rummages through a drawer and pulls out a
receipt and hands it to Phoebe.
INT. GARAGE - OFFICE - DAY
Phoebe picks up the phone and dials the number on the
receipt.
PHOEBE
Hello? Is Trish there?
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KEVIN MCKINTY (V.O.)
Trish! One of your friends is on the
phone.
TRISH(V.O.)
Hello?
PHOEBE
Trish? Are you Grace's sister?
TRISH(V.O.)
Who is this? How did you get this
number?
PHOEBE
My name is Phoebe
TRISH(V.O.)
My sister's roommate Phoebe? How are
you even calling me? Did something
happen to Grace?
PHOEBE
Grace sent me to find you. I don't
feel safe talking about it over the
phone. Is there somewhere I can meet
you? Please? It's important.
TRISH(V.O.)
Grace did?
PHOEBE
Yes. Please.
TRISH(V.O.)
Bad Wolf Bar and Grill.
EXT. BAD WOLF BAR AND GRILL - DAY
Phoebe walks between two bikes to the door and goes inside.
INT. BAD WOLF BAR AND GRILL - DAY
Phoebe walks in the bar and looks around. TWO PATRONS play
pool and a BARTENDER wipes down the bar. TRISH, 14, sits at a
table, with fries and a drink, staring up at the TV. Phoebe
walks over to her.
PHOEBE
Trish?
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Trish nods her head but keeps staring at the TV. Phoebe looks
up at the T.V. and see's Grace's sculptures.
NEWSCASTER (V.O)
Controversies arise as another remote
viewer retires and the shortage of
remote viewers has lead to a rise in
the death toll. This calls into
question whether the Military of the
Joint Cities of Austearia should be
allowed to continue managing remote
viewers for the Joint Cities. The
viewer's limited artwork from before
retirement will be on display at the
Yort Art Museum.
PHOEBE
She created such amazing art.
TRISH
Not anymore.
PHOEBE
She gave me this to give to you. It
was your mother's.
Phoebe holds out the necklace with the ring. She drops it as
Trish tries to grab. As Trish reaches for it off the floor, a
tattoo is revealed on the back of her neck.
PHOEBE
You're a Remote Viewer! You're 14 and
never been in Marked Care. How are you
not catatonic?
TRISH
My sister sent me letters about how to
control it. What are you going to do
now?
PHOEBE
I'm returning to Marked Care. So many
people need our help.
SAM, 40s, a rough looking biker barges in.
SAM
At least two of the old drainage
tunnels collapsed underneath the
brewery. The floor's all caved in.
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PATRON #1
Not where they set up the Devil's Den.
SAM
Yes. I'm looking for people who can
help dig out the collapse and help
search the tunnels for survivors and
check for other collapses.
PHOEBE
The army will come dig them out while
a viewer tells them where to look,
you'll just get in the way.
SAM
Girl, what rock have you been living
under? They're not wasting their
precious limited resources on a
collapsed illegal gambling den. Its up
to us. Let's go people.
Sam and the two patrons leave. The bartender starts closing.
TRISH
I gotta go.
PHOEBE
(whispers to her)
You're going to use your powers? Let
me help.
TRISH
No! I'm going to go help everyone out
there by carry some rocks.
PHOEBE
But you could check and see if there
is anyone in the tunnels and find out
where they're at, so that those guys
don't waste time or risk dying
clearing rocks from empty tunnels.
TRISH
And I can still help by carrying
rocks. People die every day. It's not
about trying to save everyone. It's
about the good YOU can do to the
people you choose to help without
killing yourself to do it. You want to
use your powers so badly to help save
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people you don't even know? Then go
turn yourself into the army and go
back to the Facility.
EXT. SECOND HAND STORE - DAY
Walking down the street, Phoebe sees a POLICE OFFICER walking
into the story in front of her to talk to Shopkeeper #2 in
the doorway. TWO SOLDIERS follow behind him, looking around.
OFFICER
We're following up on a possible
sighting of a remote viewer in this
area.
Phoebe starts to walk up to the officer. The shopkeeper nods
towards the back of the store. The two soldiers walk in and
grab GIRL #2, 10-12. One soldier pulls up the back of the
girls shirt as they walk through the door to the police
officer, revealing a tattoo.
OFFICER
Thank you for doing your civic duty.
SHOPKEEPER #2
Where's my reward for turning her in?
The officer tosses him a rubber banded STACK OF PRINTED
VOUCHERS. The officer turns and spots Phoebe.
OFFICER
Do you have something to report?
PHOEBE
No, I'm just on my way to work, it's
right over that way.
The officer stares at her and then motions with his head to
keep walking. Phoebe rushes off.
INT. ALICE'S MECHANIC GARAGE - DAY
Alice leans over an engine as Phoebe walks in.
PHOEBE
Any chance you'd be willing to take me
on as a permanent apprentice?
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THE MARKED
Thesis Project : Writer / Director - Laura Duval
SCRIPT 12.13.18 : SCHEDULE v2 01.17.19
________________________________________________________________
MARKED CARE FACILITY
DR. KA-YAN TONG, MD 4509 SHORES DR, METAIRIE, LA 70001
PRE CALLS : CAST+HMU 12P UNO - CAMERA+G&E 2P LOCATION PARK LOT
LOCATION CALL TIME 3P_SHOOTING CALL 4P (5 HR MAX IN/OUT)
2 3/8
pgs
2/8
pgs

Scs:
1

Scs:
7

D1

D1

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - REMOTE VIEWING ROOM

1, 2, 7, 13, 14

Day

PHOEBE straps herself in for her contribution for the good of the people.

BG-0 PC-0 A-0

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - OUTSIDE VIEWING ROOM

Day

As AGATHA returns PHOEBE to her room, she sees GRACE in a session.

1, 2, 4

Est. Time
Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0

End of Shooting Day 1 -- Friday, January 18, 2019 -- 2 5/8 Pages -- Time Estimate: 0:00

GARAGE
BILL AUTO REPAIR, 4700 WEST NAPOLEON AVE. METAIRIE, LA 70001
CREW CALL 6A _ SHOOTING CALL 8A
1/8
pgs

Scs:

4
pgs

Scs:

2/8
pgs

20
21

Scs:
22

3/8
pgs

Scs:

4/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

24
25
26A

Scs:
26B

EXT

GARAGE

D4

Day

PHOEBE darts into Alice's mechanic garage.

INT

GARAGE

D4

Day

After a rough intro, ALICE offers PHOEBE a safe haven.

INT

GARAGE - OFFICE

Day

PHOEBE finds a photo of Alice and her sister (a viewer).

INT

GARAGE

D4

1

INT

GARAGE

D5

Day

ALICE advises PHOEBE on how to find Grace's sister.

INT

GARAGE

D5

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE searches the phone book but finds nothing.

INT

GARAGE

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE opens the garage and sweeps, ALICE moves tools.

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 3

PHOEBE takes ALICE up on her offer.

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-2 A-0
1

Night

D5

BG-0 PC-2 A-0
1, 3, 8

N4

Est. Time

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-2 A-0
1, 3
BG-0 PC-2 A-0
1, 3

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-2 A-0
1, 3
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Est. Time

BG-0 PC-2 A-0

Est. Time

1/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

Scs:

26E
26H

7/8
pgs

Scs:

2/8
pgs

Scs:

31
35

INT

GARAGE

D5

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE opens garage, ALICE works under car.

INT

GARAGE

D5

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE jacks up a car, Alice works on a car engine. .

BG-0 PC-2 A-0

INT

GARAGE - OFFICE

1, 10(VO), 22

Est. Time

Day

PHOEBE calls the number, cnnects with TRISH.

INT

GARAGE

1, 3

Est. Time

Day

PHOEBE asks ALICE for permenant residency.

D5

D5

1, 3

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-2 A-0
1, 3

Est. Time

End of Shooting Day 2 -- Saturday, January 19, 2019 -- 6 7/8 Pages -- Time Estimate: 0:00

MARKED CARE FACILITY
CREW CALL 7A _ SHOOTING CALL 830A
UNO SCIENCE BUILDING, 2000 LAKESHORE DRIVE, NOLA
Scs:

1/8
pgs

6

1 7/8
pgs

Scs:
5

6/8
pgs

Scs:

6/8
pgs

Scs:

2/8
pgs

Scs:

8
11
13

7/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

15
B16
C16

Scs:
D16

1/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

Scs:

E16
F16

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - WORKOUT ROOM

Day

PHOEBE works out.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM

Day

Room mate GRACE asks PHOEBE for a favor.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM

N1

Night

PHOEBE and GRACE share memories.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM

N2

Night

GRACE shares a secret with PHOEBE.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM

N3

Night

D1

D1

D4

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 2, 4

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 4

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 4

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1

PHOEBE in bed, stares at the ceiling playing w/the ring and necklace.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM

Day

PHOEBE using her viewing to find GRACE's sisters house.

INT/EXT MARKED CARE FACILITY - BACK HALL DOOR

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes the card and runs through the door.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - STAIRWELL

D5

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes the card and runs into stairwell.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY #1

Day

MONATAGE: PHOEBE hides as NUrse walks past.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY #1

D5

Day

MONTAGE: Dr. and Nurses rush past searching. PHOEBE runs.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY #2

D5

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE runs between Nurse&Dr. to side door & swipes card.

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 4

D5

D5

1, 2

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-1 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-1 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-3 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-2 PC-0 A-0

End of Shooting Day 3 -- Sunday, January 20, 2019 -- 5 2/8 Pages -- Time Estimate: 0:00

POWER PLANT+MARKED CARE FACILITY+WOODS
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CREW CALL 6A _ SHOOTING CALL 730A
UNO SCIENCE BUILDING, 2000 LAKESHORE DRIVE, NOLA

POWER PLANT
1/8
pgs

Scs:
2

Scs:
pgs

1pt

2/8
pgs

Scs:
3

D1

INT

WEST DISTRICT POWER PLANT 5

Day

A soldier's hand cuts a wire and pulls a bomb off concrete.

Est. Time
BG-1 PC-0 A-0

INT/EXT WEST DISTRICT POWER PLANT 5
D1

Day

Est. Time

VARIOUS VIGNETTES

INT/EXT WEST DISTRICT POWER PLANT 5
D1

Day

Est. Time

Soldier walks out at gun point w/disable bomb.

BG-3 PC-0 A-0

MARKED CARE FACILITY
5/8
pgs

Scs:

4/8
pgs

Scs:

6/8
pgs

4
9

Scs:
10

2/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

Scs:

1/8
pgs

Scs:

7/8
pgs

12
A16
G16

Scs:
14

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - MAIN HALLWAY

D1

Day

PHOEBE takes in the retired viewers, AGATHA marches her to her room.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION

N1

Night

D2

D3

News plays on TV at nurses station. DR THOMAS notes status of Grace.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION

Day

PHOEBE attempts to get handyman HANK to help w/ the delivery.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION

Day

PHOEBE watches as GRACE, catatonic, is retired.

INT/EXT MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION
D5

Day

MONTAGE: DR THOMAS, Nurses, HANK argue, PHOEBE escapes.

EXT

MARKED CARE FACILITY

D5

Day

MONTAGE: TWO SOLDIERS turn and give chase.

INT

MARKED CARE FACILITY - NURSE'S STATION

Day

With teh distraction of REBECCA, PHOEBE swipes HANK's badge.

D4

1, 2

Est. Time

BG-5 PC-0 A-0
2, 5, 7, 21

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 2, 4, 5, 6

Est. Time

BG-1 PC-0 A-0
1, 2, 4, 5

Est. Time

BG-2 PC-0 A-0
1, 6, 7

Est. Time

BG-5 PC-0 A-0
1, 6, 7

Est. Time

BG-2 PC-0 A-0
1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 16

Est. Time

BG-3 PC-0 A-0

WOODS
1/8
pgs
1/8
pgs

Scs:
H16

Scs:
J16

D5

D5

EXT

WOODS

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE hides behind tree as the TWO SOLDIERS run past.

EXT

ROAD IN WOODS

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE walks out of the trees begins walking along road.

1

Est. Time

BG-2 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0

End of Shooting Day 4 -- Monday, January 21, 2019 -- 3 7/8 Pages -- Time Estimate: 0:00

BOOK SHOP + BAR
BOOK SHOP
MCLAUGHLIN'S USED BOOKS, 512 TERRY PKWY, TERRYTOWN, LA 70056
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CREW CALL 730A _ ACCESS 8A _ SHOOTING CALL 830A
4/8
pgs
1/8
pgs

Scs:
30

Scs:
26K

INT/EXT BOOK SHOP
D5

D5

1, 19

Day

PHOEBE ask the SHOPKEEPER if he knows Trish.

EXT

BOOK SHOP

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE walks into the store.

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0

COMPANY MOVE 9:30A TO BAD WOLF BAR & GRILL
2010 O'CONNER ST, GRETNA, LA 70053
1/8
pgs

Scs:

2 2/8
pgs

Scs:

32
33

D5

D5

EXT

BAD WOLF BAR AND GRILL

Day

PHOEBE walks between two bikes to the door and goes inside.

INT

BAD WOLF BAR AND GRILL

Day

PHOEBE delivers the necklace to TRISH. Trish gives Pheobe wisdom.

1

Est. Time

1, 10(K), 12, 20, 21

Est. Time

End of Shooting Day 5 -- Friday, January 25, 2019 -- 3 Pages -- Time Estimate: 0:00

LOCATIONS + CALL TIMES TBD : MULTIPLE COMPANY MOVES

JUNK SHOP
5/8
pgs

Scs:
18

INT/EXT JUNK SHOP
D4

Day

1, 17

SHOPKEEPER notices PHOEBE, calls authorities, she runs.

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0

STREET WITH JUNK SHOPS
2/8
pgs
4/8
pgs

Scs:
17

Scs:
19

D4

D4

EXT

STREET WITH JUNK SHOPS

Day

As PHOEBE walks, she is noticed by pedestrains & darts into a shop.

EXT

STREET WITH JUNK SHOPS

Day

PHOEBE encounters a pedestrian and her dog.

1

Est. Time

BG-3 PC-0 A-0
1, 8

Est. Time

BG-3 PC-0 A-1

SECOND HAND STORE
1/8
pgs
1/8
pgs
6/8
pgs

Scs:
26C

Scs:
26D

Scs:
34

D5

D5

D5

EXT

SECOND HAND STORE

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE walks into the store.

INT

SECOND HAND STORE

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE at counter while shopkeeper shakes his head no.

EXT

SECOND HAND STORE

Day

PHOEBE encounters police.

1

Est. Time

BG-1 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-1 PC-0 A-0
1, 15, 18

Est. Time

1

Est. Time

WINE SHOP
1/8
pgs
1/8
pgs

Scs:
26F

Scs:
26G

D5

D5

EXT

WINE SHOP

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE walks into the store.

EXT

WINE SHOP

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE at counter, shopkeeper shoos her out of building.

BG-1 PC-0 A-0
1

72

BG-1 PC-0 A-0

Est. Time

CLOTHING SHOP
1/8
pgs
1/8
pgs

Scs:
26I

Scs:
26J

D5

D5

EXT

CLOTHING SHOP

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE walks into the store.

EXT

CLOTHING SHOP

Day

MONTAGE: PHOEBE at counter while shopkeeper shakes his head no.

1

Est. Time

BG-1 PC-0 A-0
1

Est. Time

BG-1 PC-0 A-0

RESIDENCE
2/8
pgs

Scs:
23

D4

EXT

3242 SIXTH STREET

Day

PHOEBE finds Grace's sister's house.

1

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0

HOUSE #2 FOR TV FOOTAGE IN SC9
Scs:
pgs

9pt

INT

ND HOUSE

Day

NEWS FOOTAGE

21

Est. Time

BG-5 PC-0 A-0

End of Shooting Day 6 -- Saturday, January 26, 2019 -- 3 1/8 Pages -- Time Estimate: 0:00

CAR PARTS JUNK SHOP
714 ST ROSE AVE, ST ROSE LA, 70087
CREW CALL 6A _ SHOOTING CALL 8A
1
pgs

Scs:

1
pgs

Scs:

4/8
pgs

27
28

Scs:
29

INT

CAR PARTS JUNK SHOP

D5

Day

PHOEBE + ALICE look for part needed to fix car.

INT

CAR PARTS JUNK SHOP - BATHROOM

D5

Day

PHOEBE uses her power to find part for ALICE. She is displeased.

INT

CAR PARTS JUNK SHOP

Day

ALICE is angry with PHOEBE.

D5

1, 3, 9

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 3

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0
1, 3, 9

Est. Time

BG-0 PC-0 A-0

End of Shooting Day 7 -- Sunday, January 27, 2019 -- 2 4/8 Pages -- Time Estimate: 0:00

THE MARKED : END OF PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY
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LUNCH

Director

Laura Duval

Producer

Bill Rainey

Producer
Producer

Todd Schmidt
Diana Boylston

Producer
1st AD

Kim Barnard
Shane Pagan

2nd AD

Stevie Cavalier

The Marked
CREW CALL

Note 1: Individual call times may vary.
Note 2: Questions? Call Shane Pagan (985) 710-3462

SHOOTING
CALL

or Stevie Cavalier (504) 333-0999
SCENES
1
7

8:00 PM CRAFT SERVICES
Autumn Montgomery
SUNRISE
SUNSET
6:56 AM
5:25 PM
WEATHER
64*
1/18/19
Humidity
20%
80% Precip

SET AND DESCRIPTION
INT. Marked Care Facility - Remote Viewing Room
PHOEBE straps herself in for her contribution
INT. Marked Care Facility - Remote Viewing Room
As AGATHA returns PHOEBE to her room, she see GRACE

3:00 PM
4:00 PM

Nearest Hospital
East Jefferson General Hospital
4200 Houma Blvd, Metairie, LA 70006

D/N

PAGES

CAST

D

2 3/8

1, 2, 7, 13

D

2/8

1, 2, 4

LOCATION
Shooting Location: Dr. Ka-Yan Tong, MD
4509 Shores Dr. Metairie, LA, 70001
Crew Parking: On Street Parking near Set Location

TOTAL PAGES
#

NAME

CHARACTER

STATUS

1

Dari Griffin

Phoebe

SW

CALL

MU/WD

2

Kelly Lind

Agatha

SW

11:00 AM 11:00 AM

4

Rebecca Colins

Grace

SW

11:00 AM 11:00 AM

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

11:00 AM 11:00 AM

7

Lejon Woods

Dr. Thomas

SW

11:00 AM 11:00 AM

13

Kevin McGrath

General Fitzpatrick

SWF

11:00 AM 11:00 AM

ADVANCED SCHEDULE - 1/19/19, Saturday
SCENES
SET AND DESCRIPTION
EXT. Garage
20
PHOEBE darts into Alice's mechanic garage

2 5/8

Meet in Room 350 in PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, 2000 Lakeshore Drive,
New Orleans, LA 70122

D/N
D

PAGES
1/8

CAST
1

LOCATION

INT. Garage
After a rough intro, ALICE offers PHOEBE a safe haven

D

4

1,3,8

BILL AUTO REPAIR, 4700 West Napolean Ave., Metairie
LA 70001

22

INT. Garage - Office

D

2/8

1

24

PHOEBE finds a photo of Alice and her sister (a viewer)
INT. Garage
PHOEBE takes ALICE up on her offer

N

3/8

1, 3

INT. Garage
ALiCE advises PHOEBE on how to find Grace's sister

D

4/8

1, 3

26A

INT. Garage

D

1/8

1, 3

26B

MONTAGE: PHOEBE searches the phone book
INT. Garage
MONTAGE: PHOEBE opens the garage and sweeps

D

1/8

1, 3

21

25

26E

INT. Garage
MONTAGE: PHOEBE opens garage, ALICE works under car

D

1/8

1, 3

26H

INT. Garage

D

1/8

1, 3

MONTAGE: PHOEBE jacks up car, ALICE works under engine
INT. Garage - Office
PHOEBE calls the number, connects with Trish

D

7/8

1, 10(VO), 22

D

2/8

1, 3

31
35

Director

INT. Garage
PHOEBE asks ALICE for permanent residency

PRODUCTION
Laura Duval

CALL
11:00 AM

Sound Mixer

SOUND
Jaeden Coello
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CALL
2:00 PM

Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
1st AD
2nd AD
2nd 2nd AD
Script Supervisor
PA
PA

Bill Rainey

HOLD

Todd Schmidt
Diana Boylston

HOLD

Kim Barnard

Shane Pagan
Stevie Cavalier
Autumn Montgomery
Anastasia Bennett
Tifanny Christy
James Nguyen
CAMERA
Cinematographer Duane Prefume
1st AC
Amy Laws
2nd AC
Kelly Witters
Camera Utility
Catalina Contreras
DIT
Stills
BTS
Carl Johnson
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
Gaffer
Paige Touzet
Key Grip
David Brocato
Grip
Ben Donnellon
Grip
Josh Joseph
Grip
Melissa Martinez

Boom Operator
Utility

Scarlett Scalise
ART
Emelie Morrison
Reed Parker
Maddie Chenevert

3:00 PM
HOLD
3:00 PM
3:00 PM

Art Director
Set Dresser
Prop Master

2:00 PM

CALL
3:00 PM
3:00 PM
3:00 PM

3:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:00 PM
3:00 PM

CALL
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM

Costume Designer
Costume Assistant

HOLD
HOLD
HOLD

CALL
1:00 PM

Make-up
Make-up
Make-up
Hair

1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM

Crafty
Crafty

Joanne Hopkins
Maddie Chenevert
HAIR & MAKEUP
Emilee McClaskey Martinez
Erin Moreau

CRAFT SERVICES
Autumn Montgomery

11:00 AM
3:00 PM

CALL
11:00 AM
11:30 AM

CALL
3:30 PM

1:00 PM

TRANSPORTATION NOTES
PICKUPS/TRAVEL: Coordinate with Department Head for Earlier Call Times. Carpoolers should ensure they have exchanged contact info with rides.
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Director
Producer
Producer
Producer

Todd Schmidt
Diana Boylston

Producer
1st AD

Kim Barnard
Kim Barnard

2nd AD

Stevie Cavalier

The Marked
CREW CALL

Note 1: Individual call times may vary.
Note 2: Questions? Call Kim Barnard (903) 466-1665 7 or
Stevie Cavalier (504) 333-0999

SCENES
20
21
22
24
25
26A
26B
26E
26H
31
35

2:00 PM CRAFT SERVICES
Autumn Montgomery
SUNRISE
SUNSET
6:56 AM
5:25 PM
1/19/19
WEATHER
69*
Humidity
90%
71% Precip
LUNCH

Laura Duval
Bill Rainey

SHOOTING
CALL

SET AND DESCRIPTION
EXT. Garage
PHOEBE darts into Alice's mechanic garage
INT. Garage
After a rough intro, ALICE offers PHOEBE a safe haven
INT. Garage - Office

Nearest Hospital
East Jefferson General Hospital
4200 Houma Blvd, Metairie, LA 70006

8:00 AM
9:00 AM

D/N
D

PAGES
1/8

CAST
1

D

4

1,3,8

D

2/8

1

N

3/8

1, 3

D

4/8

1, 3

D

1/8

1, 3

D

1/8

1, 3

D

1/8

1, 3

D

1/8

1, 3

D

7/8

1, 10(VO), 22

N

2/8

1, 3

PHOEBE finds a photo of Alice and her sister (a viewer)
INT. Garage
PHOEBE takes ALICE up on her offer
INT. Garage
ALiCE advises PHOEBE on how to find Grace's sister
INT. Garage
MONTAGE: PHOEBE searches the phone book
INT. Garage
MONTAGE: PHOEBE opens the garage and sweeps
INT. Garage
MONTAGE: PHOEBE opens garage, ALICE works under car
INT. Garage
MONTAGE: PHOEBE jacks up car, ALICE works under engine
INT. Garage - Office
PHOEBE calls the number, connects with Trish
INT. Garage
PHOEBE asks ALICE for permanent residency

LOCATION
Shooting Location:
Bill's Auto Repair
4700 West Napolean Ave.

Crew Parking: Please park on the side streets.

TOTAL PAGES
#

NAME

CHARACTER

STATUS

1

Dari Griffin

Phoebe

W

8:00 AM 8:00 AM

3
8

Diana Boylston
Jordan Lott

Alice
Stacia

SW
SW

8:00 AM 8:00 AM
8:00 AM 8:00AM

D/N
D

PAGES
1/8

CAST
1, 2

D

1 7/8

1, 2, 4

N

6/8

1, 4

N

6/8

1, 4

N

2/8

1

D

7/8

1, 4

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

ADVANCED SCHEDULE - 1/19/19, Saturday
SET AND DESCRIPTION
SCENES
INT. Marked Care Facility - Workout Room
6
PHOEBE works out
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
5
GRACE asks PHOEBE for a favor
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
8
11
13
15
B16
C16
D16
E16
F16

Director
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
1st AD

PHOEBE and GRACE share memories
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
GRACE shares a secret with PHOEBE
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
PHOEBE lays in bed playing with necklace
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
PHOEBE using her viewing to find house
INT/ EXT. Marked Care Facility - Back Hall Door
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs through the door
INT. Marked Care Facility - Stairwell
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs into stairwell
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1
MONTAGE: PHOEBE hides as nurse walks past
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1
MONTAGE : Doctors and nurses rush past searching
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #2
PHOEBE asks ALICE for permanent residency

PRODUCTION
Laura Duval

CALL
7:00 AM

Bill Rainey

HOLD

Todd Schmidt
Diana Boylston

HOLD

Kim Barnard

Kim Barnard

CALL

Sound Mixer
Boom Operator
Utility

8:00 AM
HOLD
8:00 AM

Art Director
Set Dresser

76

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

MU/WD

LOCATION

SOUND
DeWayne Mingo
Scarlett Scalise

8:00 AM

CALL

ART
Emelie Morrison
Reed Parker

7:00AM

8:00 AM

CALL
7:00 AM

6 7/8

Stevie Cavalier
Autumn Montgomery
Ashlyn Guidry
Anastasia Bennett
Tifanny Christy
Jordan Lott
Griffith Goransson
James Nguyen
CAMERA
Cinematographer
Duane Prefume
1st AC
Amy Laws
2nd AC
Kelly Witters
Camera Utility
Catalina Contreras
DIT
Jaeden Coello
Stills
BTS
Carl Johnson
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
Gaffer
Paige Touzet
Key Grip
David Brocato
Grip
Griffith Goransson
Grip
Josh Joseph
Grip
Melissa Martinez
2nd AD
2nd 2nd AD
Script Supervisor
Script Supervisor
PA
PA
PA
PA

8:00 AM

Maddie Chenevert

Prop Master

7:00 AM

12:30 PM
8:00 AM
HOLD
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

CALL
8:00 AM

COSTUME
Joanne Hopkins
Maddie Chenevert
HAIR & MAKEUP
Emilee McClaskey Martinez
Erin Moreau

8:00 AM
HOLD
8:00 AM
10:00 AM
HOLD
HOLD

CALL
8:00 AM

Costume Designer
Costume Assistant
Make-up
Make-up
Make-up
Hair

8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

Crafty
Crafty

CRAFT SERVICES
Autumn Montgomery

8:00 AM

TRANSPORTATION NOTES
PICKUPS/TRAVEL: Coordinate with Department Head for Earlier Call Times. Carpoolers should ensure they have exchanged contact info with rides.
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8:00 AM
7:00 AM

CALL
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

CALL
12:30 PM

Director
Producer

Laura Duval
Bill Rainey

Producer

Todd Schmidt

Producer

Diana Boylston

Producer

Kim Barnard

1st AD

Stevie Cavalier

2nd AD

Shane Pagan

LUNCH

The Marked

Questions? Contact your Department Head first, IF
unavailable then contact 1st AD Stevie Cavalier (504) 3330999.

CREW CALL
SHOOTING
CALL

SCHEDULE - 1/20/19, Sunday
SET AND DESCRIPTION
SCENES
6
INT. Marked Care Facility - Workout Room
PHOEBE works out
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
5
GRACE asks PHOEBE for a favor
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
8
11
13
15
B16
C16
D16
E16
F16

Director
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
1st AD
2nd AD
2nd 2nd AD
Script Supervisor
Script Supervisor

PRODUCTION
Laura Duval

10:30 AM

Bill Rainey

HOLD

Todd Schmidt
Diana Boylston

HOLD

Kim Barnard

D

1 7/8

1, 2, 4

UNO Science Building, 2000 Lakeshore Drive, New Orleans,
LA 70122

N

6/8

1, 4

N

6/8

1, 4

N

2/8

1

D

7/8

1, 4

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

Stevie Cavalier
Shane Pagan
Autumn Montgomery
Ashlyn Guidry
Anastasia Bennett
CAMERA
Duane Prefume
Amy Laws
Kelly Witters
Catalina Contreras
Jaeden Coello

Cinematographer
1st AC
2nd AC
Camera Utility
DIT
Stills
BTS
Carl Johnson
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
Gaffer
Paige Touzet
Key Grip
David Brocato
Grip
Griffith Goransson
Grip
Josh Joseph
Grip
Melissa Martinez

BACKGROUND
Rhonda G. Laizer
Mattie Powers
Tifanny Christy
Heidi
Phalon Cornist

NURSE #3
DOCTOR #1
NURSE #2
NURSE
DOCTOR #3

SOUND
DeWayne Mingo
Scarlett Scalise

Sound Mixer
Boom Operator
Utility

ART
Emelie Morrison
Reed Parker
Maddie Chenevert
HAIR
Erin Moreau
Damita Jones
MAKEUP
Emilee McClaskey Martinez

10:30 AM
HOLD
10:30 AM
10:30 AM

Art Director
Set Dresser
Prop Master

10:30 AM
10:30 AM
HOLD

Dept. Head
Key Hair

CALL
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
HOLD
HOLD

CALL
HOLD
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM

Ochsner Health Center
101 W Robert E Lee Blvd #201 New Orleans, LA 70421

LOCATION

CALL
10:30 AM

Nearest Hospital

10:30 AM
11:30 AM

CALL
10:30 AM

HIGH: 49*
3%

CAST
1, 2

MONTAGE: PHOEBE hides as nurse walks past
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1
MONTAGE : Doctors and nurses rush past searching
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #2
PHOEBE asks ALICE for permanent residency

10:30 AM

SUNSET
5:25 PM
LOW: 37*
71% Precipitation

PAGES
1/8

PHOEBE using her viewing to find house
INT/ EXT. Marked Care Facility - Back Hall Door
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs through the door
INT. Marked Care Facility - Stairwell
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs into stairwell
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1

CAST
Dari Griffen
Kelly Lind
Rebecca Collins

Sunday, January19,
2019

D/N
D

PHOEBE and GRACE share memories
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
GRACE shares a secret with PHOEBE
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
PHOEBE lays in bed playing with necklace
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom

PHOEBE
AGATHA
GRACE

SUNRISE
6:56 AM
WEATHER
Humidity

4:30 PM

Make-up
Make-up

CALL
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM

CALL
10:30 AM
10:30 AM

CALL
10:30 AM
HOLD
HOLD

CALL
10:30 AM
TBD

CALL
10:30 AM
10:30 AM

COSTUME
Costume Designer
Joanne Hopkins
Costume Assistant
Maddie Chenevert
CRAFT SERVICES
Crafty
Autumn Montgomery
ADDITIONAL LABOR
PA
Tifanny Christy
PA
Jordan Lott
PA
Kennedi Ross
PA
James Nguyen
PA

TRANSPORTATION NOTES
PICKUPS/TRAVEL: Coordinate with Department Head for Earlier Call Times. Carpoolers should ensure they have exchanged contact info with rides.
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CALL
10:30 AM
HOLD

CALL
10:30 AM

CALL
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM

ADVANCE SCHEDULE, Monday, January 21, 2019

SET AND DESCRIPTION
SCENES
INT. Marked Care Facility - Workout Room
6
PHOEBE works out
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
5
GRACE asks PHOEBE for a favor
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
8
PHOEBE and GRACE share memories
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
11
GRACE shares a secret with PHOEBE
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
13
PHOEBE lays in bed playing with necklace
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
15
PHOEBE using her viewing to find house
INT/ EXT. Marked Care Facility - Back Hall Door
B16
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs through the door
INT. Marked Care Facility - Stairwell
C16
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs into stairwell
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1
D16
MONTAGE: PHOEBE hides as nurse walks past
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1
E16
MONTAGE : Doctors and nurses rush past searching
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #2
F16
PHOEBE asks ALICE for permanent residency

D/N
D

PAGES
1/8

CAST
1, 2

LOCATION

D

1 7/8

1, 2, 4

UNO Science Building, 2000 Lakeshore
Drive, New Orleans, LA 70122

N

6/8

1, 4

N

6/8

1, 4

N

2/8

1

D

7/8

1, 4

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1
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Director
Producer

Laura Duval
Bill Rainey

Producer

Todd Schmidt

Producer

Diana Boylston

Producer

Kim Barnard

1st AD

Stevie Cavalier

2nd AD

Shane Pagan

LUNCH

The Marked

Questions? Contact your Department Head first, IF
unavailable then contact 1st AD Stevie Cavalier (504) 3330999.

CREW CALL
SHOOTING
CALL

SCHEDULE - 1/20/19, Sunday
SET AND DESCRIPTION
SCENES
6
INT. Marked Care Facility - Workout Room
PHOEBE works out
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
5
GRACE asks PHOEBE for a favor
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
8
11
13
15
B16
C16
D16
E16
F16

PHOEBE and GRACE share memories
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
GRACE shares a secret with PHOEBE
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
PHOEBE lays in bed playing with necklace
INT. Marked Care Facility - Bedroom
PHOEBE using her viewing to find house
INT/ EXT. Marked Care Facility - Back Hall Door
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs through the door
INT. Marked Care Facility - Stairwell
MONTAGE: PHOEBE swipes card and runs into stairwell
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1
MONTAGE: PHOEBE hides as nurse walks past
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #1
MONTAGE : Doctors and nurses rush past searching
INT. Marked Care Facility - First Floor Hallway #2
PHOEBE asks ALICE for permanent residency

PHOEBE
AGATHA
GRACE
NURSESTACY
DR THOMAS
REBECCA
HANK
Nurse #3
General FitzPatrick

Director
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
1st AD
2nd AD
2nd 2nd AD
Script Supervisor
Script Supervisor

CAST
Dari Griffen
Kelly Lind
Rebecca Collins
Dashiere Lewis
LeJon Woods
Tayler Cornist
Henry Goldkamp
Rhonda G. Laizer
Kevin McGrath

PRODUCTION
Laura Duval
Bill Rainey
Todd Schmidt
Diana Boylston
Kim Barnard
Stevie Cavalier
Shane Pagan
Autumn Montgomery
Ashlyn Guidry
Anastasia Bennett
CAMERA
Duane Prefume
Amy Laws
Kelly Witters
Catalina Contreras
Jaeden Coello

Cinematographer
1st AC
2nd AC
Camera Utility
DIT
Stills
BTS
Carl Johnson
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
Gaffer
Paige Touzet
Key Grip
David Brocato
Grip
Griffith Goransson
Grip
Josh Joseph
Grip
Melissa Martinez

11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM

SUNSET
5:27PM
LOW: 37*
63% Precipitation

HIGH: 49*
10%

Ochsner Health Center
101 W Robert E Lee Blvd #201 New Orleans, LA 70421

D/N
D

PAGES
1/8

CAST
1, 2

LOCATION

D

1 7/8

1, 2, 4

UNO Science Building, 2000 Lakeshore Drive, New Orleans,
LA 70122

N

6/8

1, 4

N

6/8

1, 4

N

2/8

1

D

7/8

1, 4

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

Nurse BG
Nurse BG
Doctor BG
Soldier BG
Soldier BG
REMOTE VIEWER BG
REMOTE VIEWER BG
REMOTE VIEWER BG
Nurse #2

BACKGROUND
Sara Crawford
April Cusimano

CALL
11:45 AM
HOLD

ShawnPagano
Tyler Bowen
Jansen Hinton
Abbie Robson
Aunika Hawkins
Tiffany Christy

SOUND
DeWayne Mingo
HOLD
Scarlett Scalise
HOLD
Johnny Clement
11:45 AM
ART
HOLD
Art Director
Emelie Morrison
EARLY OUT by 4:00pm Set Dresser
Reed Parker
11:45 AM
Prop Master
Maddie Chenevert
1:00 PM
HAIR
1:00PM
Dept. Head
Erin Moreau
HOLD
Key Hair
Damita Jones
CALL
MAKEUP
11:45 AM
Make-up
Emilee McClaskey Martinez
11:45 AM
Make-up
Jansen Hinson
11:45 AM
COSTUME
11:45 AM
Costume Designer
Joanne Hopkins
11:45 AM
Costume Assistant
Maddie Chenevert
CRAFT SERVICES
HOLD
Crafty
Autumn Montgomery
CALL
ADDITIONAL LABOR
11:45AM
PA
Tifanny Christy
11:45 AM
PA
Jordan Lott
11:45 AM
PA
Kennedi Ross
HOLD
PA
James Nguyen
11:45 AM
PA

11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM
11:45 AM

CALL

11:45 AM

Sunday, January19,
2019

Nearest Hospital

11:45 AM
12:45 PM

CALL
11:45 AM

SUNRISE
6:55 AM
WEATHER
Humidity

5:45 PM

CALL

Sound Mixer
Boom Operator
Utility

HOLD
11:45 AM
11:45 AM

CALL
HOLD
EARLY OUT by 2:00pm
11:45 AM

CALL
11:45 AM
HOLD

CALL
EARLY OUTby 5:00pm

TRANSPORTATION NOTES
PICKUPS/TRAVEL: Coordinate with Department Head for Earlier Call Times. Carpoolers should ensure they have exchanged contact info with rides.
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BG CALL

CALL
HOLD
11:45 AM

CALL
1:00 PM

CALL
HOLD
HOLD
11:45 AM
11:45 AM

ADVANCE SCHEDULE - 1/25/19 - FRIDAY

SET AND DESCRIPTION
SCENES
INT/EXT. Book Shop
30
PHOEBE asks the SHOPKEEPER if he knows TRISH
EXT. Book Shop
26K

D/N
D

PAGES
4/8

CAST
1, 19

D

1/8

1

D

1/8

1

D

2 2/8

1, 10(K),12, 20, 21

LOCATION

McLaughlin's Used Books, 512 Terry Pkwy, Terrytown, LA 70056

<<COMPANY MOVE TO BAR>>
32
33

EXT. Bad Wolf Bar and Grill
PHOEBE walks inside
INT. Bad Wolf Bar and Grill
PHOEBE delivers necklace to TRISH

81

2010 O'Conner St., Gretna, LA 70053

Director

Laura Duval

Producer

Bill Rainey

Producer

Todd Schmidt

Producer

Diana Boylston

Producer

Kim Barnard

1st AD

Nick Manning

2nd AD

Emily Mouton

LUNCH

The Marked

Questions? Contact your Department Head first, IF
unavailable then contact 1st AD Nick Manning (985) 7738609 or 2nd AD Emily Mouton (985) 718-6472.

8:00 AM
9:00 AM

CREW CALL
SHOOTING
CALL

SCHEDULE - 1/24/19, Friday
SCENES
SET AND DESCRIPTION
30
INT/EXT. BOOK SHOP
Phoebe asks the Shopkeeper if he knows Trish.

SUNRISE
6:54 AM
WEATHER
Humidity

1:45 PM

Friday, January 25, 2019

SUNSET
5:31 PM
LOW: 43*
HIGH: 53*
0%
57% Precipitation

Nearest Hospital
Ochsner Health Center
2500 Belle Chasse Hwy, Gretna, LA 70056

D/N
D

PAGES
4/8

CAST
1, 19

LOCATION

EXT. BOOK SHOP
Montage: Phoebe walks into the store

D

1/8

1

McLaughlin's Used Books, 512 Terry Parkway, Terrytown,
LA 70056

32

EXT. BAD WOLF BAR AND GRILL

D

1/8

1

33

Phoebe walks between two bikes to the door and goes inside.
INT. BAD WOLF BAR AND GRILL
Phoebe delivers the necklace to Trish. Trish gives Phoebe wisdom.

D

2 2/8

1, 10(K), 12, 20, 21

26K

Bad Wolf Bar & Grill, 2010 O'Conner St, Gretna, LA 70053

PHOEBE
TRISH
SAM

CAST
Dari Griffen
Stevie Cavalier
Shane Pagan

PRODUCTION
Director
Laura Duval
Bill Rainey
Producer
Producer
Todd Schmidt
Diana Boylston
Producer
Producer
Kim Barnard
1st AD
Nick Manning
2nd AD
Emily Mouton
2nd 2nd AD
Autumn Montgomery
Script Supervisor
Ashlyn Guidry
Script Supervisor
Anastasia Bennett
CAMERA
Cinematographer
Duane Prefume
1st AC
Amy Laws
2nd AC
Kelly Witters
Camera Utility
Catalina Contreras
DIT
Jaeden Coello
Stills
BTS
Carl Johnson
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
Gaffer
Paige Touzet
Key Grip
David Brocato
Grip
Griffith Goransson

CALL
8:45 AM
1:00 PM

BACKGROUND
Francine Levenstein
Phillip Joseph Nameth

SHOPKEEPER #5
PATRON #1

CALL
8:45 AM
1:00 PM

8:00 AM

CALL
8:00 AM
HOLD

SOUND
Jonah Carmena
Scarlett Scalise
ART
Emelie Morrison
Reed Parker
Maddie Chenevert
Johnny Clement
HAIR
Erin Moreau
Damita Jones
MAKEUP

Sound Mixer
Boom Operator

HOLD
8:00 am
HOLD
7:45 AM
11:00 AM

Art Director
Set Dresser
Prop Master
Art Assistant

EARLY OUT 1:00 PM
HOLD
8:00 AM

Dept. Head
Key Hair

CALL
7:45 AM
7:45 AM

COSTUME
Joanne Hopkins
Maddie Chenevert
CRAFT SERVICES
Autumn Montgomery
ADDITIONAL LABOR
Lauren Hicks

HOLD

Costume Designer
Costume Assistant

HOLD

Crafty

CALL
HOLD

7:45 AM

CALL
1:30 PM
EARLY OUT 4:00 PM
1:30 PM
8:00 AM

CALL
8:30 AM
HOLD

CALL

Make-up
Make-up

1:00 PM
HOLD

CALL
7:45 AM

PA

7:45 AM
7:45 AM
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CALL
8:00 AM
1:30 AM

CALL
EARLY OUT 1:00 PM

CALL
8:00 AM

Grip
Grip

Josh Joseph
Melissa Martinez

11:00 AM
HOLD

TRANSPORTATION NOTES
PICKUPS/TRAVEL: Coordinate with Department Head for Earlier Call Times. Carpoolers should ensure they have exchanged contact info with rides.
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Director

Laura Duval

LUNCH

Exec Producer Bill Rainey
Producer

Todd Schmidt

Producer

Diana Boylston

Producer

Kim Barnard

1st AD

Stevie Cavalier

2nd AD

Shane Pagan

The Marked

Questions? Contact your Department Head first, IF
unavailable then contact 1st AD Stevie Cavalier (504) 3330999 or 2nd AD Shane Pagan (985) 710-3462.

CREW CALL
SHOOTING
CALL

SCHEDULE - 1/26/19, Saturday
SCENES
SET AND DESCRIPTION
18
INT./EXT. JUNK SHOP
Shopkeeper notices Phoebe, calls authorities, she runs.

SUNRISE
6:53 AM
WEATHER
Humidity

8:00 AM
9:00 AM

2:00 PM

Saturday, January 26,
2019

SUNSET
5:32 PM
LOW: 45*
HIGH: 62*
10%
55% Precipitation

Nearest Hospital
Ochsner Health Center
3401 Behrman Pl, New Orleans, LA 70114

D/N
D

PAGES
5/8

CAST
1, 17

17

EXT. JUNK SHOP
As Phoebe walks, she is noticed by pedestrians and darts into a shop.

D

2/8

1

19

EXT. JUNK SHOP
Phoebe encounters a pedestrian and her dog.

D

4/8

1, 8, 22

34

EXT. JUNK SHOP

D

6/8

1, 15, 18

LOCATION

8206 Oak St, New Orleans, LA 70118

Phoebe encounters police.

COMPANY MOVE TO UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS
8

INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM
Phoebe and Grace share memories.

N

6/8

1, 4

11

INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM

N

6/8

1, 4

13

Grace shares a secret with Phoebe.
INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM
Phoebe in bed, stares at the ceiling playing with ring and necklace.

N

2/8

1

N

7/8

1, 4

15

INT. MARKED CARE FACILITY - BEDROOM
Phoebe using her viewing to find Grace's sister's house.

2000 Lakeshore Drive, New Orleans, LA 70148

Total
PHOEBE
STACIA
OFFICER #1
OFFICER #2
SHOPKEEPER #1
GIRL #1
GRACE

CAST
Dari Griffen
Jordan Lott
Phalon Cornist
Jeff Figallo
DeWayne Mingo
Ava Esquivel
Rebecca Collins

PRODUCTION
Director/Producer
Laura Duval
Executive Producer
Bill Rainey
Producer
Todd Schmidt
Producer
Diana Boylston
Producer
Kim Barnard
1st AD
Stevie Cavalier
2nd AD
Shane Pagan
2nd 2nd AD/Producer Autumn Montgomery
Script Supervisor
Ashlyn Guidry
Script Supervisor
Anastasia Bennett
CAMERA
Cinematographer
Duane Prefume
1st AC
Amy Laws
2nd AC
Emily Mouton
Camera Utility
Catalina Contreras
DIT
Jaeden Coello

CALL
8:15 AM
8:15 AM
8:15 AM
8:15 AM

Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Army Officer
Army Officer

BACKGROUND
David Brocato

CALL
8:00 AM

8:15 AM
8:15 AM
2:00 PM

CALL
8:00 AM
HOLD

SOUND
Jonah Carmena
Scarlett Scalise
ART
Laura Duval
Emelie Morrison
Reed Parker
Maddie Chenevert
HAIR
Erin Moreau
Damita Jones
MAKEUP
Emilee McClaksey Martinez

Sound Mixer
Boom Operator

HOLD
8:00 AM
HOLD
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

Production Designer
Art Director
Set Dresser
Prop Master

AFTER 12:30 PM
HOLD
8:00 AM

Dept. Head
Key Hair

CALL
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

Make-up
Make-up

8:00 AM
HOLD
HOLD

Costume Designer
Costume Assistant

COSTUME
Joanne Hopkins
Maddie Chenevert
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CALL
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

CALL
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

CALL
8:00 AM

CALL
8:00 AM

CALL
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

4 6/8

Stills
BTS
Gaffer
Key Grip
Grip
Grip

Carl Johnson
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
Nick Manning
David Brocato
Griffith Goransson
Melissa Martinez

8:00 AM

Crafty

CALL
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

PA
PA

CRAFT SERVICES
Autumn Montgomery
ADDITIONAL LABOR
Lauren Hicks
Tyler Bowen

CALL
AFTER 12:30 PM

8:00 AM
8:00 AM

TRANSPORTATION NOTES
PICKUPS/TRAVEL: Coordinate with Department Head for Earlier Call Times. Carpoolers should ensure they have exchanged contact info with rides.
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CALL
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

Director

Laura Duval

LUNCH

Exec Producer Bill Rainey
Producer

Todd Schmidt

Producer

Diana Boylston

Producer

Kim Barnard

1st AD

Stevie Cavalier

2nd AD

Emily Mouton

The Marked

Questions? Contact your Department Head first, IF
unavailable then contact 1st AD Stevie Cavalier (504) 3330999 or 2nd AD Emily Mouton (985) 718-6472

CREW CALL
SHOOTING
CALL

SCHEDULE - 1/26/19,
1/27/19 Saturday
Sunday
SCENES
SET AND DESCRIPTION
27
INT. CAR JUNK SHOP
PHOEBE and ALICE look for a part needed to fix car

SUNRISE
6:53 AM
WEATHER
Humidity

9:30 AM
10:30 AM

3:30 PM

Sunday, January 27,
2019

SUNSET
5:33 PM
LOW: 42*
HIGH: 62*
10%
60% Precipitation

Nearest Hospital
Ochsner Medical Center
180 W. Esplanade Ave, Kenner, LA 70065

D/N
D

PAGES
1

CAST
1, 3, 9

28

INT. CAR JUNK SHOP - BATHROOM
PHOEBE uses her power to find part for ALICE

D

1

1,3

29

INT. CAR JUNK SHOP
ALICE is angry with PHOEBE

D

4/8

1, 3, 9

LOCATION

714 St. Rose Ave., St. Rose, LA 70087

Total
PHOEBE
ALICE
GEORGE

CAST
Dari Griffen
Diana Boylston
Jarred Drennan

PRODUCTION
Director/Producer
Laura Duval
Executive Producer
Bill Rainey
Producer
Todd Schmidt
Producer
Diana Boylston
Producer
Kim Barnard
1st AD
Stevie Cavalier
2nd AD
Emily Mouton
2nd 2nd AD/Producer Autumn Montgomery
Script Supervisor
Ashlyn Guidry
Script Supervisor
Anastasia Bennett
CAMERA
Cinematographer
Duane Prefume
1st AC
Amy Laws
2nd AC
Kelly Witters
Camera Utility
Catalina Contreras
DIT
Jaeden Coello
Stills
BTS
Carl Johnson
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
Gaffer
Key Grip
David Brocato
Grip
Griffith Goransson
Grip
Patrick Verges

CALL

BACKGROUND

CALL

9:45 AM
9:45 AM
9:45 AM

CALL
9:30 AM
HOLD

Sound Mixer
Boom Operator

HOLD
HOLD
HOLD
9:30 AM
9:30 AM

Production Designer
Art Director
Set Dresser
Prop Master

9:30 AM
HOLD
9:30 AM

Dept. Head
Key Hair

CALL
9:30 AM
9:30 AM

Make-up
Make-up

9:30 AM
HOLD
HOLD
9:30 AM

9:30 AM

COSTUME
Joanne Hopkins
Maddie Chenevert
CRAFT SERVICES
Autumn Montgomery
ADDITIONAL LABOR
Lauren Hicks
Tyler Bowen
James Nguyen

CALL
9:30 AM
9:30 AM

CALL
9:30 AM
9:30 AM
9:30 AM
9:30 AM

CALL
9:30 AM

CALL
9:30 AM

CALL

Costume Designer
Costume Assistant

9:30 AM

Crafty

9:30 AM

CALL
9:30 AM

SOUND
Jonah Carmena
Scarlett Scalise
ART
Laura Duval
Emelie Morrison
Johnny Clement
Maddie Chenevert
HAIR
Erin Moreau
Damita Jones
MAKEUP
Emilee McClaksey Martinez

PA
PA
PA

9:30 AM

TRANSPORTATION NOTES
PICKUPS/TRAVEL: Coordinate with Department Head for Earlier Call Times. Carpoolers should ensure they have exchanged contact info with rides.
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9:30 AM

CALL
CALL
9:30 AM
9:30 AM
9:30 AM

4 6/8

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

The Marked
[1 ] Do you work in the film Industry? [ ] Yes [ ]No
[ ] Male

[ ] Female

[2 ] What time period do you think the movie takes place within?
[3 ] In what locale does the story happen?
[4 ] What genre would you consider this movie to be?
[5 ] What is a Remote Viewer?
[6 ] Regarding Phoebe's choice at the end of the movie, what arguments would you make for or against
her decision?
[7 ] How do the Remote Viewers acquire their "Marks"?
[8 ] Were there any unanswered questions that you feel should have been addressed within the story?
[9 ] What was your favorite part and why?
[10 ] What part did you like the least and why?
[11 ] If you could make any changes to enhance the storyline, what would they be and why?
[12 ] Regarding the visual style, how did it make you feel?
[13 ] Did the visual style convey a sense of a dystopian future?

[14 ] What are the theme(s) and/or questions that this film explores?
[15 ] General feedback: please utilize the following space to make any additional remarks or suggestions.
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VITA
Laura Duval was born in Arlington Heights, Illinois, in February 1987. She earned her
Bachelors of Arts in Fine Art and Political Science in 2008 from Ashland University in Ohio. In
the summer of 2018, the short film, Recipes for Murder, that she directed and helped write, won
the New Orleans 48 Hour Audience Championship. In 2016, she began working on her Masters
in Film Production at the University of New Orleans in Louisiana.
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